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OBJECTIVE OF CONTRACT
The goal of this contract is to produce a type of solar cell which will
be capable of good performance after long exposure to space radiation.
The objective is to be achieved by the introduction of a drift field into
the cell using the best solar cell technology currently available. The
drift field will be incorporated by designing and fabricating a suitable
impurity concentration gradient within the cell. Epitaxial growth tech-
niques will be employed to provide the required concentration gradient.
Since the basic design and techniques utilized in the fabrication of
the drift field cell were well known prior to the inception of this
contract, the contract objective is the refinement of these techniques
rather than the investigation and innovation of new technologies.
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Ie ABSTRACT and _RY
Heliotek has been investigating the problem of radiation damage on solar
cells for several years, and in particular it has been working on a new
cell design utilizing a drift field in the base region. The first consider-
_LIO*_ .............................................. _ ----_....
_.LVI_LL I.,U _LJ...LI_ _l_.l..J.I.,Ll_D.J._:plJ. wc_ a, _J.ACuJ._lJ./.%_e_.J. a,LU_.J.,yD.LD U.I. VQ.A.L_UdO
drift field cell configurations and of their performance after various
radiation dosages to determine what improvements, if any, could be obtained
through utilization of a drift field in the base region of a solar cell.
It was found, on the basis of an extensive theoretical study by M. Wolf I) ,
%
that indeed significant improvement co_Id be obtained through utilization
of a drift field with optimized width and field strength for a particular
radiation environment. The next consideration was the development of a
fabrication method which would make it possible to attain these predeter-
mined optimum parameters. Heliotek conceived a new approach for fabricating
experimentation to prove feasibility. The objective of this contract was
to further develop the state-of-the-art of this cell. The first phase
(6 months) of this contract has been devoted to the improvement of the
methods and techniques used in the fabrication of the drift field solar
cell. . _%_
The process currently being used may be broken down into _ major steps.
i. Preparation of a substrate wafer.
2. Epitaxial deposition of back up material and subsequent formation
of the drift field region.
3. Lapping and etching for removal of the excess substrate material.
4. Fabrication of the active solar cell (i.e., Junction formation,
contact application, etc. ).
(i) Wolf, M., "Drift Fields in Photovoltaic Solar Energy Converter
Cells", Proceedings of the ]3_EE Vol. 51, No. 5, May 1963.
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The first step includes the selection of the ingots which will be
utilized in the fabrication of the drift field cell. In order to take
advantage of past experience concerning the radiation resistance pro-
perties of solar cells 2)," the basic --N÷/Psolar cell structure is utilized.
Thus, the substrate material is silicon single crystalline P type, with
a resistivity of i0 ohm om or greater. In order to assure that ingots
utilized in the fabrication of the drift field cell are capable of
yielding solar cells with good electrical characteristics at least i0
non-drift field cells are fabricated from blanks cut from the ingots.
These non-drift field (normal production type) cells serve a twofold
purpose in that they evaluate the potential electrical performance of
the ingot and they subsequently can be utilized in radiation experi-
ments to determine precisely how much additional radiation resistance
has been attained by inclusion of the base region drift field. This
tion resistance of a solar cell is strongly dependent upon the material
from which the cell is fabricated B) . The remaining portion of the ingot
%
is sliced into discs and fabricated into drift field solar cells. After
both types of cells are fabricated, a direct comparison of electrical
outputs can be made.
The second major steps are the epitaxial deposition and the formation
of the drift field region. The epitaxial deposition involves surface
preparation of the substrate slices by chemical etching carbon
masking of the back surface of the substrate, deposition of heavily
boron doped silicon, and evaluation of the epitaxial layer. The drift
field region is then formed by diffusion of the boron atQms from the
Berm_n, P, Transitron Electronic Corp., "Radiation Damage in
Silicon Solar Cells Using 750 KeV and 2 NeV Electrons", October 1960.
Mandelkorn, J., Schwartz, L., Broder, J., Kautz, H. and Ulmar, R.,
"Effects of Impurities on Radiation Damage of Silicon Solar Cells".
NASA Technical Mamorandum NASA _ X-52007, 1964.
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thick epitaxial layer into the substrate material with lower impurity
concentration. This diffusion is currently being done in a tube furnace
at a temperature of 1200°C for a period of 5 hours. The slices are then
mounted on ceramic cutting blocks using a hard wax and are cut to size on
a diamond saw.
The third major step consists of reduction of the substrate material to the
material to the desired thickness of about 1.O mils (25_). The surface
being lapped or etched must be parallel to the interface of the substrate
and epitaxial layer and must be of accurately controlled thickness in
order to locate the N+/P junction in the proper relation to the base region
drift field.
In the fourth step, fabrication of the active cell starts with a phos-
_norus diffusion to form the N+/P junction of the cell. _nis diffusion
is performed at about 900_C for 20minutes and locates the junction at
about 0.3 microns below the surface of the substrate. From this point
on the drift field cells are processed by standard techniques forming the
contacts, etching the edges and applying an antireflection coating.
During the first phase of the contract several materials were used to
mask the back side against the etching and under_owth which occurs
during the epitaxial process. An attempt to use a the_nnoxide layer for
a mask was successful for thin deposits, however the oxide layer would
not withstand the etching and undergrowth for the required thicker deposits.
Consequently alternate methods of masking were investigated. A carbon
black layer was found to give the desired masking effect. The carbon
layer is deposited by holding the slice surface over the flame of a candle
until a smooth coat of carbon black is deposited over the entire face of
the slice. Two such carbonized slices are stacked with carbon side against
carbon side. The stack is placed into the epitaxial reactor, with the
slice on which the deposit is to be made placed on the top.
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During the first phase, a modification was made to the epitaxial system
and a 5 KW RFgenerator was added. To utilize the RFgenerator's advantages
over a resistance heater, the reactor assembly was also modified, resulting
in a usable heat zone which was about 200% greater than that previously
obtained with the resistance heater.
Certain modifications of the process were investigated during the second phase.
A method for _--_ reduction u_ _^'a_-_^_a_ _ ..... _'" _±_ .__ e_._._ _s studied in
order to minimize strains at the epitaxial substrate interface. Various types
of etchants were investigated and the most advantageous etch was found to be
a composition of 2:l:l_ HN03HF:CH3COOH. Some difficulties were encountered
with cells which were found to be locally shorted, possibly due to the etching
of minute pits which extended into the epitaxial regions, but a number of
cells were successfully fabricated by using a tilted, rotating container to
utilization of a gradual heating and cooling cycle during the epitaxial
deposition in order to minimize strains which could cause slice bowing, the
utilization of a larger silicon tetrachloride reservoir in order to maintain
a steady growth rate during the long epitaxial runs necessary to deposit layers
which are l0 mils thick or greater, and the utilization of larger area sub-
strate in order to obtain greatermaterial utilization.
An experimental and theoretical analysis of drift field cells which had
poor curve shape and low open circuit voltage was made. By means of control
cells which are always utilized in the fabrication of drift field cells,
poor material and/or N/P junction diffusion were ruled out as a possible
cause of the poor cell characteristics. Actual series and shunt resistance
measurements showed that these parameters were not _esponsible for the poor
electrical characteristics. A measurement of the A-factor which occurs in the
exponential of the diode equation indicated that the A-factor seems to be
somewhat lower in value than normally obtained from field-free cells.
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This may be due to processing since, on the basis of theory, the reverse satur-
ation current of the drift field cells should actually be lower than that of
the field-free cells because of the larger number of ionized impurity atoms
present in the former cell type.
AnaLysis of spectral characteristics of Lh_ d_ifL fi_id c_ii_ _huw_d that
they are quite uniform from cell to cell. Some theoretical consideration
of the relationship between cell short circuit current in various light
systems, specifically tungsten and m=0 sunlight systems, are presented in
this report. A comparison was made between the experienced short circuit
currents and those which were predicted for a drift field cell having a design
similar to the one being utilized in this contract. Theoretically one would
expect a short circuit current decrease of about 20% and this was shown to be
in quite good agreement with the currents actually being obtained from the
drift field sample cells. A rough theoretical calculation of the value of
open circuit voit_ w_1±cnm_ expected from _±_ _±_ _ _ .... _
that V may be as much as .075 volts over that obtained in the field free
OC
cells, due primarily to the additional ionized impurity atoms introduced by
the field diffusion. The open circuit voltages of the actual sample cells have
not shown this to be the case in practice. In fact, the open circuit voltages
of the drift field cells are usually lower than those of the field-free control
cells. The estimated V increase did not take into account the spatial
OC
variation of the parameters involved and may be too optimistic; however, the
fact that some drift field cells do exceed the field-free control cells in
open circuit voltage indicates that the other cells are falling below their
potentiality with respect to this parameter.
Thus far cells from three sample lotshave undergone bombardment by 1 MeV
electrons up to flux levels of the order of lO 16 e /cm 2. The cell.s which were
irradiated were selected from sample lots one, three and four. The data obtained
by NASA indicates that the cells selected from the third and fourth lots did not
have the same radiation characteristics as did the cells from the first lot
which had been irradiated in a previous series of experiments. Cells from
the first lot showed the best radiation characteristics and indicated almost
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no current degradation over the flux range considered_ while those from
the fourth lot exhibited the least radiation resistance. A very interest-
ing observation was made that seemed to be generally true for all cells
considered in these experiments; namely, the greater the resistance of
short circuit to radiation damage, the poorer is the resistance of
open circuit voltage Co damage by radiation, it is postulated that
this is a function of the distance between the edge of the base region
drift field and the electrical p-n junction, although the nature of
the function is yet unknown.
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In the theoretical analysis of the drift field type solar cell, the
general solar cell theory applies after the introduction of certain
modifications which are associated with the drift field. In the case
....... A_ A_
assisted by acceleration of the generated minority carriers toward the
Junction by action of the drift field. In the standard type solar
cell such a mechanism is effective only in the diffused layer below
the exposed surface while collection below the junction, (i.e., in the
base region) is based solely on diffusion of the minority carriers
towards the Junction. Although this mechanism is very efficient in crystals
which have a sufficiently long minority carrier lifetime, particle radia-
tion, which decreases minority carrier lifetime, can severely reduce the
Junction collection efficiency and hence the cell power output. A properly
dependency of good. current collection on minority carrier lifetime for a
certain range of such lifetimes and thus it is expected that cell power
degradation due to radiation damage will be reduced. In order to intelli-
gently approach the design problems, consideration must be made of the factors
which affect solar cell radiation resistance as well as those which affect
cell efficiency. This involves analysis of the effect of the drift field
on the Junction collection efficiency as a function of minority carrier
lifetime, and of the effect of the field on the other solar cell parameters.
About a year and a half ago, Heliotek originated a novel approach to
fabricate a drift field solar cell embodying the optimum design para-
meters. This approach appears to be a very feasible process with the
advantage that the problem areas comprise only the development of uncom-
plicated chemical and mechanical processing techniques rather than highly
sophisticated new approaches. A description of the cell design is shown
in Fig. 1. In this design an epitaxial technique is utilized, however
the important factor to consider is that this epitaxial region A is
an essentially passive region. This means that it does not make
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any significant contribution to the current collected or have any active
part in the Junction electrical characteristics except for the effects
of series resistance. The Junction and the drift field are both formed
in region B which is the substrate crystal which can be of high perfec-
tion single crystal silicon known to be capable of yielding high effic-
iency solar cells. _e material being used is high resistivity P type
silicon. A relatively thick (_I0 rail) slice of this material is used
as the s_rting _te__al for the drift field cell. A heavily doped
P type epitaxial layer is then deposited on this substrate. At present
the layer is single crystalline in structure, however it is possible
that eventually a polycrystalline deposition can be utilized since the
major purpose of the epitaxial layer is to add mechanical support to
the slice through increased thickness without significantl_increasing
the series resi_ance,-ia_ _o_¢t as a source of dopant for the base
_ _4_ _eld. Obviously either single or polycrystalline -_terial
would be sufficient to qualify for both of these characterlstlc_. _:--_ ^
crystalline epitaxial depositions have been utilized thus far to avoid
any lattice stresses introduced because of a crystal mismatch which could
tend to crack the slice during subsequent operations. The epitaxial layer
is built up to a suitable thickness (Region A, Fig. i) of about 8 to I0
mils so that a relatively strong, rugged cell can be obtained. The drift
field is then formed in the single crystal material by diffusing the
P type impurities from the epitaxial region into the high resistivity
single crystal region. This diffusion is done prior to reducing the
single crystal region to thickness B. Then the single crystal substrate
is reduced in thickness by lapping and etching techniques. The thickness
B (Fig. i) for optimum collection and performance, should be about 0.5
mils
After the single crystal substrate is reduced to thickness B, the P-N
Junction is formed below the cell surface by standard phosphorus diffusion
techniques with a Junction located at a depth C (Fig. i) of about 0.3
microns typical for a blue response type space cell.
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In the fabrication of the drift field cell, the diffusion steps are done
separately for better control of impurity concentration profiles and
for easier analysis of the fabrication procedure. By this technique
the impurity gradient of the P type impurity can be varied over at least
4 orders of magnitude, as is required by the theory. Standard ohmic
contacting and grlddlz_ tcchnlques are app]_ed to complete the electrical
contacts of the cell.
As a first design, the single layer model described by Wolf having an
electrostatic potential difference of O.118V across an 0.5 mil (12_)
drift field region is being made.
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III. FABRICATION PROCESS
1.O FABRICATION PROCESS OUTLINE AND _Y
In order to fabricate the drift field cell, the following process steps
are currently being used. A P type, single crystalline ingot having a
resistivity of lO ohm cm or greater to be used as substrate material is
selected. A portion of the selected ingot is cut and fabricated into
standard N+/P (1 x 2 cm) solar cells to be used as control cells. The
remaining portion of the ingot is sliced into discs which are fabricated
into drift field solar cells. After both types of cells are fabricated,
a direct comparison of electrical outputs can be made since both are
prepared from the same ingot.
Fabrication of the drift field cell from the discs is as follows:
Step l) After cutting, the slices are lapped so that side A is parallel
_^ _o u t__ _ 9"_e slices are then cleaned, and polished etched
,,_v %---_- --$ --
in a heated (90°C) basic etch solution. The basic etch solution consists
of l0 gram NaOH, 15 grams NaN03 and lO0 mL of water. For a more detailed
description on lapping refer to the lapping Technique Section, Section 2.
Step 2) In order to mask against the undergrowth of epitaxial silicon
on the back side of the substrate (Side B) a carbon mask is used (Fig. 3).
The carbon is deposited by holding the slice with the face to be masked
over the flame of a paraffin candle until a smooth coat of carbon black
appears over the entire face of the slice. For each substrate upon which
a deposition is to be made, a carbonized back up slice is used. The 2
slices are stacked carbon side to carbon side and placed on the reactor
heater. The combination of the carbon mask plus the back up slice gives
a very effective mask with essentially no undergrowth or etching.
Step 3) A "P" type epltaxlal layer having an impurity concentration of
about lO 20 boron atoms/cm 3 and a thickness of approximately lO mils, is
deposited on side A (Fig. 4). The epltaxlal layer serves as back up
material and dopant source for the very thin drift field cell. To
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determine the thickness of the deposited layer, a metallographic cross
section of a chip taken from the slice after deposition is made and evaluated.
(l_fer to the Evaluation Technique Section for more details regarding cross
sections and staining techniques_
5_ep ,) Diffusion ox _ne bu±un a tom_ into the monoci:_stalline _uu_te
to form the drift field (Fig. 5) is performed at 1250°C for 1 hour 45 minutes.
The field depth at this diffusion time and temperature is approximately
lO_ (0.4 mils). The highly doped (lO 20 atoms/cm 3) epitaxial layer is used
for the dopant source. The diffusion occurs across the interface A into
the substrate material which has a uniform boron impurity concentration of
about lO15 atoms/cm 3, resulting in an impurity gradient referred to as the
drift field. To check the drift field width, a cross section of a chip
taken from the slice after diffusion is made, delineated, and measured.
(Refer to Section Evaluation Technique for more information on cross section
Step 5) After diffusion of the drift field region, the slice is then
remounted on a lapping fixture and lapped. This lapping is performed on
Side C (Fig. 6) to bring the surface plane parallel to side B. Side B
is again used as a reference plane as in Step 1.
Step 6) The slice is then mounted, using a hard wax, on a ceramic cutting
block, and is sliced to obtain the cell blank dimensions.
Step 7) After the slices have been cut into cell blanks, Side B is then
lapped, or lapped and etched down(Fig. 7) using Side C as reference, to
obtain a substrate thickness of about 1.0 mils or 25_. The method of removal
of Side B depends on which type of electrical contacts are to be used. The
electro_ss nickel plated contacts require a lapped surface for best adhesion.
The sintered titanium silver contacts require a polished etched surface.
Again, a cross section is made to verify that the proper thickness of the
substrate was obtained. This step is the most critical and the most difficult
in the fabrication of the cell.
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Step 8) The slice is removed from the lapping fixture 3 cleaned and
diffused using a phosphorous dopant source to fo_nn the N+/P junction
at the active cell surface _l_g. 8). This diffusion is performed at
about 900°C for 20 minutes, thus forming the junction at about 0.3
m_o_ b_low the cell surface. This de_th will correspond to the best
blue response cells presently available.
From this point, the cells are processed by standard techniques to obtain
electrical contacts and an antireflection coating is applied.
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2.0 LAPPING TECHNIQUE
All of the plane parallel lappings are currently being done on a specially
designed lapping fixture. This fixture has three adjustable diamond
points protruding from a flat steel disk. The reference side of the
slice is mounted flat on the steel disk with a thin layer of a beeswax
and resin mixture. This operation is very critical because the uniformity
of the wax layer will determine the plane parallelism of the surfaces
(A and B, Fig. 2; B and C in Fig_ 6). The adjustable diamond points
are then set to a predetermined height. The predetermined height is
the sum of the desired thickness of the slice plus the thickness of the
wax used to secure the slice on the fixture. The thickness of the wax
layer is found by measuring the thickness of the slice before and after
mounting on the lapping fixture. The thickness measurements and the
diamond point height measurements are made by using a Starrett dial
_ndicator and a toolmaker's flat. After all the adjustments and measure-
ments are performed, the actual lapping is done by hand, using graduated
grit sizes of silicon carbide lapping compound on a glass plate. When
the slice is lapped to the predetermined thickness the diamond points
are in contact with the glass lapping plate, thus preventing further
grinding of the slice. The last portion of the lapping is done using
a 1600 grit lapping compound.
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3.0 MASKING AGAI_T ETCHING AND UNDERGROWTH
In order to fabricate the drift field cell by the technique proposed
by Heliotek, the back surface of the substrate slice must be protected
against the etching and crystal deposits which occur during the epitaxial
deposition in Step No. 3 of the Fabrication Process section.
Figure 9 is a cross section of a slice not properly protected, showing
•bo _po_sited layer at the edge of the substrate. It can be seen that
the growth is not restricted to the top surface, but also deposits to
some extent on the back side (bottom of photo). This undergrowth must
be eliminated, since the back surface of the substrate is used as a
reference plane during the removal of a portion of the substrate material
(Steps 5 and 6 of the Fabrication Method section). The finished active
surface of the solar cell should be as plane parallel as possible to
the interface between the substrate and the epitaxial material in order
_o obtain a solar ceil wi_h uniform characteristics over it_ _ntir_
area.
Several materials were tested for use as a mask against the undergrowth.
The first attempt involved a coating of silicon monoxide deposited on
the back side of the substrate. This technique was considered because
of the speed with which such oxides can be deposited, however it was
not successful due to the fact that the crystal growth was able to
penetrate through and nucleate on the SiO mask and to form a very
tenacious layer of silicon over the oxide.
Several experiments were also made using a thermal oxide layer as a mask.
The first experiment consisted of 3 runs. All slices investigated were
polished on one side and lapped on the other. The thermal oxide was
grown at llO0°C for 3 hours with an oxygen flow of approximately 1 L/Min.
After the oxide layer was grown, half of both faces of the slices were
masked with Mylar tape. The slice was then etched in hydrofluoric acid
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to remove the oxide mask from the exposed portions of the slice so that
the effectiveness of the mask could be easily analyzed. In each of the
3runs, 2 slices were used. One slice was placed on the heater with the
polished side up and the other with the polished side down, so that both
lapped and polished conditions could be studied.
The thermal oxide mask on the back (or bottom) side of the substrates
resisted the etch and undergrowth for all 3 experimental runs. The
surfaces in Fig. lO are the _opho_og_aphs of the polished sides.
The surface in photo A was placed face down (facing heater surface).
The left half of photo A is the side which was oxide masked. It can be
seen that after silicon deposition and subsequent removal of the oxide
the surface remained polished, showing that the oxide provided the
desired protection. The right side, which was unprotected by a thermal
oxide mask, was exposed and shows signs of etching. Photo B shows the
sur_ of the _li_e wb_cb bad the polished face up away from the heater
during the deposition process. The masked half of the slice is the dark
area on the left and the exposed half is shown on the right. Silicon
deposited over the oxide mask, was polycrystalline, and could not be
removed in hydrofluoric acid.
The lapped surfaces of both slices did not give useful information
because the surfaces were rough enough to nucleate a polycrystalline
growth over the oxide which could not be removed. The deposited silicon
layers used in the oxide experiments were 0.5 mils to 1 mil thick.
In the second thermal oxide experiment, 2 methods of using the oxide
mask were investigated. One method was to place the slice directly
on theheater sheath surface with the masked side down. The other
method was to place the oxide surfaces of 2 slices face to face. The
bottom slice was positioned on the heater surface oxide side up, and
the slice upon which the epitaxial layer was to be deposited was placed
directly over the bottom slice, oxide side down. Four runs were made
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utilizing the 2 masking methods on both laPl_ and polished samples.
In all cases where a heavy silicon deposit was obtained there were
areas of undergrowth which could not be removed without damaging the
slice itself.
It was found that the above masking technique using a thermal oxide
layer was not successful in protecting the surface when deposited
silicon layers greater than. 3 mils were attempted. The surface shown
in Fig. Ii Is of an oxide la_r after a thick deposition of silicon
was deposited on the opposite side. The spots on the left side are
silicon crystals that have nucleated from the surface of the slice,
either through the oxide mask or through holes that were etched through
the oxide mask during the deposition period. These growths could not
be removed in KF to leave the original polished flat surface as desired.
A thi_ +_"_ ..... +_1_ng a _i_p_nt mater_al as a mask was tried
next. In this ease an attempt was made to use carbon as the mask.
This approach was successful and provided the desired masking effect.
The carbon was deposited by holding the slice with the face to be masked
over the flame of a paraffin candle until a smooth coat of carbon black
deposit appeared over the entire face of the slice. Six epitaxial runs
were made using this carbon mask technique. In each run, 3 carbonized
slices were used. One was placed directly on the heater surface, carbon
side down while the remaining 2 slices were stacked carbon side against
carbon side and placed on the heater. Epitaxial growth of 8 to 12 mils
thickness were deposited on these slices.
To better show the masking effect, 2 carbonized slices were placed onto
another slice leaving an exposed rectangular area of about 30 mils in
width. A 5 nil thick epitaxial growth was deposited onto this rectangle.
The growth is the vertical dark strip in the center of Photo No. 12. The
fact that no growth was found outside of the rectangular (exposed) area
shows the excellent masking qualities of the carbonized silicon slice
method.
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Ilh order to separate the top slice from the bottom slice in the stack
method, it is necessary to grind away the deposited silicon on the peri-
phery of both slices and allow them to remain in an ultrasonically agitated
alcohol bath until they separate. This step also removes the carbon mask
from the surface of the slice.
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4.0 EPITAXIAL TECHNIQUES
The epltaxial system that is being used for this contract was designed
and built by Heliotek. The system is constructed of Pyrex, quartz and
Teflon in such a manner that contamination is reduced to a minimum.
T_p _Rrtor a_mbly oons_sts of a quartz tube which is sealed by "0"
rings to an end cap. The end cap has an exhaust port where hydrogen
carrier gas is burned off. All gas flows are regulated by means of
stainless steel valves and are measured with flowmeters. Resistance
heating was used in the epitaxial reactor for the first 3-1/2 months
of the contract. The heater assembly (Fig. 13) consisted of a quartz
sheath which housed a graphite heater. This sheath isolated the heat-
ing element completely from the pyrolytic reaction, thus preventing
possibilities of contamination from the graphite heater. The cells on
which the deposit was to be made were placed on top of the sheath directly
above the heating element. During the fourth month of Phase I a 5 KW,
450 KC RF generator was purchased and installed to replace the resistance
heater and power supply previously used in the epitaxial system. The
reason for the conversion was to obtain a larger and more uniform heat
zone. Placement of the new heater system can be seen in Fig. 14. The
RF generator is shown on the left, and the induction coil around the
reactor chamber tube is shown to the right. The first 8 epitaxial runs
which utilized RF heating were made by induction coupling to a 6 x 1-3/4
x 3/8 inch graphite block, which _ms inserted into the quartz heater
sheath formerly used with the resistance heater (see Fig. 13 for heater
sheath). It was determined that there were several problems incurred
by using the quartz sheath. The major problem encountered was that
after several thick epitaxial deposition runs (of approximately i0 mils
thickness ), much of the quartz would crack away from both the bottom and
top surfaces of the quartz sheath upon cooling. This effect was due to
the adhesion of deposited silicon to the quartz which resulted in strains
introduced during cooling from the elevated temperatures because of differences
in thmrmal expansion coefficients. This problem was not encountered when
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the resistance heater was used because of the smaller heat zone and the
use of a metal heat reflector which prevented silicon from depositing
on the bottom of the heater sheath. Also, the majority of the runs done
previously were of shorter duration.
It was also noticed that after deposition the slices which were placed
directly on the quartz heater sheath surface were very brittle and were
easily cracked. Figure 15 is a picture of the edge of one of these
broken slices, the epitaxial layer being at the top of the photograph.
It can be seen that the cleavage or slip planes are curved. Inspection
of the surface of the mask material after deposition revealed a white
crystalline formation which is believed to be devitrified quartz. It
is quite likely that the combination of deposited silicon, devitrified
quartz, and quartz itself induced strains into the substrate material
during cooling due to the differences in coefficients of expansion.
After evaluation of these pr_iem_, ±t was decided to _-7_....__ _
quartz sheath entirely and place the slices directly on a pure graphite
block whlch would no longer be isolated from the SiC14 and H 2 atmosphere.
The graphite block was supported by a quartz frame as shown in Fig. 16.
Utilizing the RF generator, the temperature uniformity of the heater was
checked using a Leeds and Northrup optical pyrometer and was found to be
within 10°C over the 6 inch length at 1400°C, with no noticeable differ-
ence across the width of the heater. This represented an increase of
about 200% of usable heat zone over that previously obtained with the
resistance heater. The 12 inch long quartz reaction tube previously
used was also replaced by a 19 inch long quartz tube. The additional
7 inch length of the tube results in a more uniform gas flow over the
deposit area in the reactor and thus yields a more consistent epitaxlal
layer thickness.
The drift field cell design which Heliotek is using to produce drift
field solar cells requires a highly doped, thick deposit. Therefore,
work during the growth study period was directed to attain highly doped,
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thick deposits of 8 to lOmils thickness. After the addition of the
RF generator and the modification of the reactor several deposition
runs were made. These runs revealed that the deposition rate had
decreased to about l_/mln due to the configuration of the new system.
_--n_cros_ _=ctlon iu FI_. 17 i_ of a _mpi_ havi,_ an epiSaxiai layer
12 mils thick. The deposited layer is the upper half of the image.
The deposition was made at I075°C, using anSiCl 4 vapor pressure of
h6mm and a hydrogen gas flow of about 4 liters per minute. The
duration of deposition was 200 minutes, thus yielding a growth rate
of 1.5_/min. In order to increase the deposition rate to the previous
rates of 2 to 3_/min, it was necessary to increase the vapor pressure
of the SiC14 from _6 mm to 94 mm. This was accomplished by increasing
the temperature of the bath in which the SiCl 4 flask is located. Along
with this change in vapor pressure it was necessary to increase the
gas was required for a growth rate of 2.5_/mln in the modified reactor
chamber. Therefore, in order to deposit the desired i0 mils of epltaxlal
material, runs of I00 minute duration are required. The cross section
in Fig. l@was made using the modifled parameters. This sample had
a deposited layer (left side of photo) of 9.5 mils thickness. The deposit
was made at a temperature of 1200°C, a time duration of 120 minutes, a
SiCl 4 vapor pressure of 9hmm, and a hydrogen flow of 20 liters per
minute, thus yielding a growth rate of 2_ per minute. Both of the
above samples (Figs. 17 and 18) were deposited using RF heating. The
sample in Fig. 17 was made using the quartz heater sheath (Fig. 13),
the sample in Fig. 18 was deposited using the bare carbon heater
(Fig. 16).
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During the second phase, a larger silicon tetrachloride reservoir was installed.
This reservoir has a capacity of 1.5 liters. One of the primary reasons for
the larger reservoir was that during the epitaxial run, the deposition rate
was found to decrease with time when the smaller reservoir was utilized. This
was attributed to the decreasing depth of liquid silicon tetrachloride through
which the hydrogen _as is bubbled. When the depth of liquid silicon tetra-
chloride is deep enough in the reservoir so that the hydrogen gas bubbles
reach a steady state condition for a given temperature, the mole ratio can be
calculated. However, when this liquid level decreases below the point where
the steady state prevails the bubbles do not saturate with SiCl 4 and the
ultimate mole ratio decreases, resulting in a slower deposition rate.
The old SiCl 4 reservoir had a capacity of 500 mL of liquid and the change
of depth was 1.375 inches/lO0 mL. The larger reservoir, having a greater
diameter, gives a change of 0.55 inches /lO0 mL. The reservoir is equipped
w_th three tubes. The _2_s inlet tube is fitted with a quartz 1"rit which
is used to disperse the incoming gas to small bubbles in the liquid SiC14.
(Small bubbles saturate more rapidly than large bubbles due to the higher
surface area to volume ratio in the former case.) The second tube is the
gas outlet which leads to the reaction chamber. The last tube is used as
a filler tube and is sealed by a removable Teflon fitting.
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_. 0 EVALUATION TECHNIQUE
Heliotek is presently using a potting and angle lap technique in order
to evaluate epitaxial growths and diffusions. The angle lapping tech-
nique allows one to magnify the layers being investigated thus achieving
more accurate measurements. Firs_ _e _hickness of the sample to be
cross-sectioned is measured by means of a dial indicator or micrometer
and recorded. Then the sample is encased in a cylindrical lucite block
using a Buhler centiment press. The sample is placed in the lucite
block at an angle. After the molding of the sample is _ompleted, the
lucite block is ground off until the sample is exposed as shown in
Fig. 19. The silicon is then polished and stained. A copper staining
method is used to define the epitaxial growth interface and/or junction.
Measurements of the cross section are made on a metallographic micro-
can be measured at 50 X magnification. The measurement A of Fig. 19 is
the measurement (in mils) of the cross-sectloned sample before potting.
The measurementsB and C of Fig. 19 are measured by using the reticule
in the microscope. Since the actual thickness A (in mils) is known
and B and C are known in relative units, the distance X can be determined
by slmplyusing the ratio:
C = X(mils)
A(mils)--_- (Eq.i)
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6.0 DIFFUSION TECHNIQUES
The drift field region is formed by the diffusion of impurities from
the highly doped epitaxial layer (lO19atom/cm B ) into the eubstrate
material (lO15atom/cm3). The impurity gradient formed by the diffusion
surface and extends into the substrate material, For maximum power
output from a radiation resistant solar cell with a drift field region,
%
Wolf l) has calculated that an electrostatic potential difference of
0.118V and a field width of about lO-3cm (about 0.4 mils ) is needed.
The sample shown in the photo Fig. 20 is a cross section of a chip
obtained from a slice after a 2 hour, 1250°C diffusion which was
Step No. 4 of the fabrication process. A view of the cross section
before staining is at right and after staining is at left. The unstained
_+_ _-__-_+ _a_) sh__q interfere_ fr_p_ wb_h are di__!aced at
the interface of the epitaxial layer (top) and the substrate (bottom).
The stained photo (left) shows a dark band that starts at the interface
and extends 0.7 mils into the substrate material. This dark band is
caused by differential staining of the drift field region. Both sides
of the photo were taken at the same spot and at the same magnification
and show the correlation of the two methods for analyzing the structure.
The cross sections in Figs. 21 and 22 are chips taken from the edge of
drift field cells H-2 and H-5 respectively. In both photos the gray
band marked X delineates the diffused impurity gradient which is the
base region drift field. The regions X in both photos are about 0.5
mils thick. This measurement agrees precisely with the theoretically
predicted thickness, based on the diffusion time and temperature, and
is the desired diffusion depth described in Step 4 of the Fabrication
Process section. The interface between the epitaxial layer and the
substrate material is at the bottom of region X and appears as a faint
dark line. The epitaxial layers (Region B) extend from the bottom of
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region X to the bottom or back side of the cell and have thicknesses
of 7 mils in Photo 21 and 8 mils in Photo 22. The substrate material
(Region A) starts at the top of the cell, where the N+/P junction is
located, and extends to the bottom of the region X. The cross-sectioned
samples have substrates which were lapped and etched to thicknesses of
first samples were made to test out the fabrication techniques it was
decided that the total substrate thickness should be about 1.O mils
thick, instead of the theoretically optimum thickness of about 0.5
mils. This additional thickness was utilized as a safety factor to
prevent the possibility of etching through the substrate material and
into the epitaxial layer. It should be noted that for the maximum
radiation resistance and cell performance after a 1 MeV electron flux
of l0 l_ - lO16e/cm _- the substrate should theoretically be about 12_
(0.47 mils ) thick.
During the lapping and etching to remove the excess substrate material
in Step No. 6 of the fabrication procedure, some cracking of the sub-
strate was encountered. This problem of cracking has been attributed
to strain between the substrate and the deposited layer which is probably
due to a crystal lattice mismatch between the epitaxial layer and the
substrate. In order to minimize the strain, the deposition temperature
was raised from 1075°C to 1200°C_ since it _s found that more
uniform single crystal deposits are made at 1200°C. This alleviated
the problem of substrate cracking to some extent, however the substrate
still has, on occasion, a tendency to crack during the last few mils of
substrate removal.
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In order to minimize or eliminate this breakage, attempts during the second
phase were made to remove the excess substrate material by etching alone.
By utilizing the etching method, Step 5 (plane parallel lapping of
epitaxial layer) can be eliminated, and Step 7 (removal of excess substrate)
may be simplified. An additional advantage would be that the process time
is considerably shorter, thus adding to the economy of the process.
The first group of drift field solar cells produced during the second phase
(these cells were being made to make up the third lot of samples since
start of contract) were fabricated using the above modified process which
required etching of the excess substrate away, and all these cells were
found to be electrically shorted. Investigation of the surfaces of the
cells revealed small pits and an uneven surface. The surface may be seen
in Figure 23. The interference fringes indicate variations in the surface
and show the depth of some of the pits, each fringe representing approximately
0.3_. The etchant used 1"or this group o_" cells was a solution of 5 parts
Nitric_ 1 part Hydrofluoric, 4.4 parts Acetic Acid saturated with Iodine.
The interference pattern on the surface of a drift field cell after etching
in a solution of 2 parts Nitric acid, 1 part Hydrofluoric and 1 part Acetic
acid is shown in Figure 24. It can be seen that the surface in Figure 23
is considerably more irregular than that of Figure 24 indicating that the
2:l:l HN03: HF: CH3COOH etch should provide better surfaces than hhe etch
which was used in the fabrication of the first group of cells. The sub-
strate thickness of the first group of cells produced by etching alone
(no lapping) closely approached the theoretically optimum thickness of
about 0.5 mils (12 microns). However the shorting problems mentioned above
were encountered when the substrates were reduced to this thickness.
It is believed that the formation of the etch pits observed on the cell
surfaces of the first group of samples was due to strains in the substrate
material which propagated from the substrate-epitaxial interface. Since
the etch pits occurred prior to formation of the p-n junction, this caused
low resistance shunt paths which resulted in electrically shorted cells.
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Also, due to the proximity of the p-n junction to the substrate-
epitaxial interface, imperfections at this interface could give rise to
non-uniform junction characteristics which further contributed to the
failure of the cells to give significant power output.
In analyzing the shorted electrical characteristics of this group
of cells, a number of mesas were etched on two of the cells. The diode
characteristics were tested on each of the mesas and eachmesawas classi-
_ _ or shorted. __4_ maps nf _k_ mesas _ made annfied, o_, .... • ............
are presented in Figs. 25 and 26. The areas where good diode charac-
teristics were found were usually encircled by fair diodes and gradually
descend into the shorted diode area. This pattern is apparent in both
samples considered.
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IV. ELECTRICAL EVALUATION OF CELLS
The first lot of sample cells consisted of 6 drift field cells and
4 field free cells fabricated from the same ingots without the in-
clusion of a drift field to be used as control cells for electrical
_ ...................... Current voltage curves of
all the sample cells were obtained under tungsten light having a
color temperature of 2800_K. All measurements were made at a cell
temperature of approximately 28°C. The results are summarized in
Table I for the first l0 samples.
Spectral response measurements were also made on the basis of a light
input which has a constant energy - wavelength relationship by means
of the Heliotek filter wheel monochrometer system. The drift field
cells showed peak responses _ ...... io_+_ _ apprn_mate]v 0.75 - 0.8u.
falling off on the long wavelength side to half peak output at a wave-
length of about 0.95 - 1.0_. The control cells from ingot E-3 showed
a peak response at approximately 0.85A while those from ingot E-_
showed peak response at 0.82_. Considering the fact that all cells
had the same junction depth, the data indicates that the minority carrier
lifetime was somewhat lower for ingot E-_ than for E-3, since the E-3
control cells peaked at a longer wavelength, thus indicating that these
cells have a greater response in the long wavelength region. These
results are not surprising since ingot E-3 was of higher resistivity
material, and the minority carrier lifetime typically increases with
increasing material resistivity, other material parameters being identical.
It should be emphasized here that in order to obtain a proper and correct
evaluation of the effects of a drift field on the radiation resistive
characteristics of solar cells, comparisons must be made with non-drift
field cells fabricated from the same material since differences in base
region resistivity and the resultant minority carrier lifetime can affect
the radiation resistance of a cell to a great extent 3). Bearing this in
mind Heliotek has included among the cell samples, 2 cells fabricated
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from each ingot which do not include a base region drift field so that
their behaviour with respect to radiation damage can be compared with
that obtained from the drift field cells.
It can be seen from Table I, that the efficiency of the control cells
_ 4_+ ___ 4e _11_+_ _. _1_IE i_ _11_ _ _ extremelv high resis-
tivity of the parent material which gives rise to high base region
series resistance in the non-drift field cell having a base region
thickness of about 20 mils, and to a higher metal-semiconductor contact
resistance. In evaluating the radiation damage characteristics of
these non-drift field cells one may want to consider only the light
generated current parameter since this is relatively unaffected by
the extremely high cell resistance. The cell can be back biased
sufficiently to obtain this parameter if the slope of the current
voltage curve is not normal to the current axis at zero voltage.
It can also be observed from the table that the short circuit current
densities of the drift field cells are from 20 - 50% lower than those
obtained from the respective control cells in tungsten light. In
sunlight the difference between the short circuit current densities
of the control cells and the drift field cells is reduced to between
13 - 43%. This is a consequence of the observation that the drift
field cells have a higher blue to red response ratio than the control
cells. The open circuit voltages of the E-3 drift field cells are
considerably higher than those obtained for the E-3 control cells.
This is probably due to the fact that the junction potential of the
drift field cells is higher than that of the very high resistivity
(greater than 200 ohm cm) control cells because, in the former case,
the Fermi level near the junction has been modified by the inclusion
of the drift field. That is to say, the drift field diffusion has
resulted in a lowering of the substrate resistivity due to the addi-
tional impurities introduced. In the case of the E-4 cells the open
circuit voltages of the control (nondrift field) cells were greater
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than those of the drift field cells. The substrate material here,
however, had a resistivity of about lO ohm cm, so that the superposition
of the the drift field carriers over the existing carriers would not be
expected to result in a substantial increase in junction potential over
that found in the original, undiffused material. The relatively poor
long wavelength collection efficiency of the drift field cells evident
in the spectral response _+_ _r_r_y the _Ype_tat_on that the effective
minority carrier lifetime is smaller than that obtained in the base
region of the non-drift field cells. The liEetime affects the open
_ircuit voltage according to the follo_ring _quations:
V -
oc q I
o
m 1
1 + j._ + N--
I°=C _- P n
Where Voc is the open circuit voltage and Xn and Tp are the minority
carrier lifetimes in the P and N regions respectively. Thus the open
circuit voltage is directly related to the natural logarithm of the
square root of the minority carrier lifetime in the base region. It
is possible that decreased lifetime is not the only reason for a
decrease in open circuit voltage of the drift field cells. Outside of
common effects such as _urface or bulk shunts, anomalies in the band
structure particularly near the _ubstrate - epitaxial interface may
also cause a lowering of the _unction potential.
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Current voltage curves, the second lot of sample cells (H-11 through
H-20) were obtained under tungsten light having a filament color
temperature of 2800_K. This lot consisted only of cells fabricated
from ingot E-5, which had a resistivity of about l0 ohm centimeters.
All measurements were made at a cell temperature of approximately 28°C.
The results are summarized in Table II. Current voltage curves of
these cells were also made in a Spectrosun Model D-1203, m = 0 Solar
Simulator at a cell temperature of approximately 28°C. The results
are summarized in Table III. Measurements in sunlight at the same
cell temperatures were also performed, at Sylmar, California. The
data corrected to correspond to lO0 mW/cm 2 intensity is presented
in Table TT_
.L J../-.
Once again it can be seen, through comparison of the current densities
shown in Table II with those of Table III, that the current densities
obtained for the drift field cells in sunlight are considerably higher
than those obtained in tungsten light because the drift field cells
have a higher blue to red response ratio than the standard cell which
was used to calibrate the tungsten light system.
In the case of cells H-11 through H-20 the current densities obtained
from the drift field cells compare quite favorably with the control
cells (H-18 and H-19). The open circuit voltages of the drift field
cells are lower than the control cells which agrees with the results
obtained on ingot E-4 which was of approximately the same resistivity.
Spectral response measurements were made on the basis of a light input
which has a constant energy - wavelength relationship by means of the
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Heliotek filter wheel monochromator system. The drift field cells
showed peak responses at a wavelength of approximately 0.75 - 0.8_.
The control cells from ingot E-5 showed a peak response at approxi-
mately 0.83_.
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The third lot of sample cells were processed in the normal manner as pre-
viously described with final substrate thicknesses of 25 to 30_ in order
to obviate possible detrimental effects of the substrate-epitaxial inter-
face. These cells had good electrical characteristics with the exception
of cell H-24 which had a very low shunt resistance and hence poor efficiency
(m=O efficiency of 5.6%). Current voltage curves of all the sample cells
were also obtained under tungsten light having a filament color temperature
of 2800°K. All measurements were made at a cell temperature of approxi-
_,-,+_1_. oRO_ ,_ ,_,,i+o _._ _ummar_z_a in _ab1_ IV.
Complete current-voltage measurements were also made in a Spectrosun
Model D-1203, m=0 Solar Simulator at a cell temperature of approximately
28°C. The results are summarized in Table V.
Spectral response measurements were made on the basis of a light input
which haa a constant enera_v-wavelength relationship: by means of the
Heliotek filter wheel monochromator system. The drift field cells showed
peak responses at a wavelength of approximately 0.75 to 0.8B. The control
cells from ingot E-6 showed a peak response at approximately 0.82_.
The fourth lot of sample drift field cells submitted during the contract
had substrate thicknesses of 16.5_. The photograph presented in Fig. 26
is a cross sectioned chip taken at the center of one of the slices from
which the drift field cells were fabricated. A cross section of the sample
may be seen in Fig. 27, which shows the epitaxial material (B) on the right
and the substrate (X) to the left. The epitaxial layer (region B) is
i0.i mils thick and the substrate (region X) is 12.3 mils. The drift
field is the dark region in the area X, starting at the substrate-
epitaxial layer interface (right end of region X) and extending to
the left. The drift field region is 0.5 mils wide. The mechanical
polishing operation of the substrate surface prior to the epitaxial
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TABLE V
SOLAR SIMULATOR
14o _/em 2
Cell Isc Isc/cm2
Number (mA) (mA/cm 2)
Efficiency
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
H-21 14.5 33.0 9-7
H-22 9.8 32.7 7.1
H-23 27.7 34.6 8.5
H-24 27.0 33.8 5.6
H-25 94.3 34.7 7.5
H- 26 12.4 31.0 8.6
H-27 12.6 31.5 8.9
H-28 8.8 36.7 9.8
*H-29 65.5 36.9 ll.O
*H-30 64.0 35.5 9.7
*Cells fabricated without base region drift field.
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deposit was eliminated in the processing of these cells and a chemical
polish etch technique was adopted. This was done to help minimize the
strain and imperfections formed at the substrate-epitaxial interface,
since it has been reported that epitaxial layers deposited on chemically
etched surfaces show less crystalline imperfections than those deposited
I •
on mechanically polished surfaces *) due to the minimization of surface
crystalline damage in the former case.
The preparation of the substrate prior to epitaxial deposition for these
cells was as follows: The substrate slice was lapped plane parallel to
a thickness of 8 mils. The slice was then cleaned and etched. The etch-
ant used was a two part Nitric, one part Hydrofluoric and one part Acetic
acid solution, and the etching was performed in a tilted, rotating con-
tainer, which supplied the necessary agitation to produce a uniform polish
etch. _,o mils _e _i_ ............... _ 10 ...... _ .... 9_F%_ (4.(_ _1_ "_'_t'%_
the total slice thickness) leaving a substrate slice of 4 mils thickness.
After epitaxial deposition and the drift field diffusion operation, the
substrate thickness was further reduced. By using the thinner substrates,
about 0.5 mils is removed by lapping and 3.0 mils by etching as compared
to a removal of 5.5 mils by lapping and 3.0 mils by etching which is
required with the thicker substrates. The lapping was done in order to
remove a carbon black mask on the surface and any possible undergrowth,
which would interfere with the etch and result in a non-uniform surface
finish. The etching operation was performed in the etchant solution and
the rotating, tilted container described above. By using the thinner,
chemically polished substrates, the total fabrication time required to
produce a drift field cell was also reduced.
4) O. A. Lang and T. Stavish, "Chemical Polishing of Silicon with
Anhydrous Hydrogen Chloride", RCA Review, December, 1963.
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During the electrical testing of some of the drift field cells, the
electrical contacts of one cell peeled away from the silicon. The cell
was subsequently stripped of all surface metals, and new contacts were
evaporated and sintered in an effort to obtain a usable cell. In retesting
the cell it was found the electrical output had degraded considerably as
can be seen from Fig. 28. This cell was consequently withheld from the
sample shipment and no further attempts were made to reclaim cells with
..... "I _+ _ _.... _ -^_- _n_ sample cells from__ ,_a_. re_ vu_u_e curves of all _
this group were obtained under tungsten light having a filament color
temperature of 2800°K. All measurements were made at a cell temperature
of approximately 28°C. The results are summarized in Table VI.
The curves obtained from this series of sample cells exhibited a
relatively poor shape and further analysis was made to determine the
expected range of 0.4 ohms. Dark reverse currents were utilized to
obtain a measure of the cell shunt resistance. The dark reverse diode
currents were measured by reverse biasing the junction of the cell at
0.7 volts and measuring the current flow. This can be related to the
cell shunt resistance through Ohm's law:
V
Rshun t - ishunt
High efficiency cells usually have low dark reverse currents of the order
of l0 _A, however high efficiency cells can still be obtained with dark
reverse currents as high as lO0 to 200 _A. Although cells H-35 and H-36
had very high shunt currents, it can be seen that cells H-31, 32, 33, 34,
and 38 did not have high enough shunt currents to cause the very poor
curve shapes which were observed.
It is well known that high values for the "A factor" in the diode
equation will give rise to curve shapes similar to those observed for
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the drift field cells. The A factor can be adversely affected by high
dislocation and/or imperfection densities in regions near the junction
and these dislocations and imperfections, in turn, can be caused by the
epitaxial process since the junction is less than 20_ from the substrate-
epitaxial interface. This possible cause of the observed curve shape
will be further explored in Section V of this report.
Complete current-voltage measurements were also made on these sample
cells in a Spectrosun Solar Simulator at a cell temperature of
approximately 28°C. The results are summarized in Table VII.
Spectral response measurements were made on an equal energy light input
basis as a function of wavelength by means of the Heliotek filter wheel
monochromator system. The drift field cells showed peak responses at a
wavelength of approximately 0.75 to 0.8_ as in the previous groups of samples.
The control cells from ingot E-6 showed a peak response at approximately
Qo,, These responses _gr_e with +hn_ obtained on _revious samples
indicating that the spectral characteristics were quite consistent from
lot to lot. Also, the percentage drops of efficiency in the m=O
Spectrosun system (as compared with the tungsten efficiencies) are
similar to those obtained previously, thus giving further evidence of the
consistency of the spectral characterfstics.
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Cell
Number
TABLE VII
SOLAR SIMULATOR
14o mwlc,._
Isc Isc/cm_
(mA) _AI=_
Efficiency
H- 31 19.5 21.7 4.65
H- 32 21.5 23.9 5.42
H-33 25.0 23.2 4.43
H- 34 47.O 29.4 5.91
H-35 25.4 28.2 5-46
-- _- -,_ _ o9_ 6.58
H-37 30.0 33.4 8.25
* H-38 65.5 36.4 10.6
* H-39 65.0 36.0 10.4
* H-40 66.0 36.7 I0.6
*Cells fabricated without base region drift field.
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During the ninth month of the contract the epitaxial system was dis-
assembled, cleaned and purged. Some difficulties were experienced sub-
sequent tc this, especially with growth rates. As a result, only enough
usable epitaxial slices were deposited to allow the fabrication of three
drift field cells.
Current voltage curves of these samples (_fifth lot) were obtained under
tungsten light having a filament color temperature of 2800°K, and cell
temperature at 28°C. The electrical test data is presented in Table VIII.
Complete current-voltage measurements were also made on these sample
cells in a Spectrosun Solar Simulator at a cell temperature of approxi-
mately 28"C. The results are summarized in Table IX.
Spectral response measurements indicated typical drift field cell spectral
charact.er_t_es as observed previously.
In order to utilize all the active deposition area of the epitaxial
heater, slices 1 x 6 inches (17mils thick) were used in four epitaxial
r_us. Deposit times of lO0 and 120 minutes were used. These deposition
times usually result in lO and 12 mil deposited layer thickness on (2)
circular slices having a diameter of about l-l/2 inches. However, using
the large rectangular cells, the deposits were found to be only 5 and 6
mils thick. These thin deposits on the large area slices indicated
that by increasing the silicon substrate area the deposition rate
decreased. In performing these runs the mole ratio, temperature and vapor
pressure of the SiCL4were held to the same values as in a normal run.
An advantage of using the 1 x 6 inch substrates would be that more larger
area cells could be obtained from one epitaxial run. However, since
process modifications would obviously be necessary in order to use this
approach, further investigations were postponed, and work with the more
familiar circular slices was continued.
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The electrical characteristics of the sixth lot of sample cells in
tungsten and solar simulator systems are presented in Tables X and XI.
In the course of the drift field cell fabrication it was notices that
the substrate slices were sometimes bowed. This warpage was attributed
end of the epitaxial deposition step. In order to verify this finding,
two 20 minute epitaxial _ums were performed. These deposits were made
on 4 to 5 rail substrate slices. The temperature of the first epitaxial
run was increased and decreased rapidly, and the slices were warped to
the extent that when flexed, an oilcanning effect was noticed. The
temperature of the second run was increased and decreased gradually and
the resulting deposited slices showed only minor bowing. It was subse-
quently found, however, that even this slight bowing could be detrimental
since some sections of the resultant cells were lapped thinner than others
_a 4+ was _b=_oup_f]v fotuud +.hst thp_ .q_of.inn_ _T.eh@d tbron_b to the
epitaxial layer as a result of the pre-diffusion etch. Five cells of
the seventh lot of cells were made unusable because of this problem.
A ,_,i nimum amount of bowing -was finally achieved through careful temper-
ature adjustments in the pre and post deposition cycles which minimized
the_nnal strain. Six of the seven sample drift field cells submitted in
the seventh lot were fabricated from slices heat treated in this
manner. A new ingot was utilized (Ingot E-10) as substrate material for
these latter depositions and a number of control cells indicated that the
material was reasonably good, yielding non-drift field cells of 12 to 13%
tungsten efficiency. Because of the slight bowing and the observation
that the substrate removal etch did not seem to be uniform enough in
etch rate to provide the close control necessary to circumvent the effects
of the bowing 3 the final substrate removal was performed by a lapping
operation similar to that used during Phase I. Also, there was a return
to use of thicker substrates.
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Five drift field cells were also fabricated from lower resistivity
material (1 ohm-cm) to determine the electrical characteristics of these
cells. These cells have been submitted to NASA for possible radiation
experiments to compare the radiation tolerance of these drift field
cells with the higher resistivity drift field cells. These low
resistivity drift field cells were not, however, counted among the
sample cells and were submitted in addition to the contract requirements,
since they do not constitute the best theoretical design.
Current voltage curves of all the sample cells of Lot 73Phase II as
well as those fabricated from 1 ohm-cm material, were obtained under
tungsten light having a filament color temperature of 2800°K and
Spectrosun m=O solar simulator. All measurements were made at a cell
temperature of aDDroximatelY 28°C. The results are _Im_arize4 _n
'2abies Xll and XIII The solar simulator current densities of the
high resistivity ("H" numbered) drift field cells of this lot closely
approach that of the field free control cells and are lower by only 3 to
15%, with the average current degradation being only 9%- The simulator
efficiencies of the drift field cells are on the average 18% lower than
those of the field-free control cells, the additional degradation being
due to a lower average maximum power voltage for the drift field cells
superimposed upon the lower maximum power current. It can be seen,
however, that the tungsten open circuit voltage of drift field cell H-55
is identical to one of the control cells (H-62) and only .002 volts lower
than the other two control cells, indicating that the lower V of the
oc
drift field cells may not be inherent in the cell design, but rather due
to processing variables.
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The low resistivity drift field cells are designated in the two tables
with "X" prefixes to note that these are not contractual sample cells.
These cells are seen to have higher open circuit voltages and lower
short circuit currents than the high resistivity drift field cells.
Also, the efficiencies of the low resistivity drift field Cells seem
to be slightly higher than those of the high resistivity cells.
Current voltage curves of all samples submitted as Lot 8 of Phase II
were obtained in tungsten and m=0 simulator systems under standard
test conditions. The electrical test data are presented in Tables
XIV and XV re spectively.
The efficiencies of the drift field cells were found to be quite con-
sistent for this lot of cells indicating good processing control. Extreme
care was taken in the fabrication of these cells to insure that the
material. This was required since a slight amount of bowing was still
evident in the epitaxial slices from which the cells were fabricated,
although the bowing was not nearly as severe as had been observed in the
previous lots.
The drift field cells showed efficiency degradations of between lO and
15 percent in going from tungsten to solar simulator light systems,
while the field free cells showed degradations of about 20 percent
under the same conditions. This is similar to figures obtained on
previous drift field cells. (See for example, monthly Report No. 8
and Section V of this report.)
The spectral response characteristics were also representative of those
normally obtained for drift field cells and exhibited response
at wavelengths between 0.75 and 0.8 microns.
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Current voltage curves of all sample cells submitted as lot 9
were obtained in both tungsten and solar simulator light systems. The
results are summarized in Tables XVI and XVII respectively. It can be seen
that cells H-75 through H-78 have open circuit voltages about 30 to 40 mV
lower than the field-free control cells H-83 and H-8_. Further electrical
evaluation showed these drift field cells to have normal shunt and series
resistances which would not give rise to the low Voc values observed.
It was found that control cells which were phosphorus diffused at the
.... _-:_ _^_ 78 _x .....te_ a _ mV_ time as d cells _-u_=l_ _r_ H- ^ ._-_- _ _h_ _^ _=_
decrease in Voc over that normally obtained from cells made from this
control ingot and hence it is believed that the low Voc of drift field
cells H-75 through H-78 was a result of factors such as impurities present
when the p-n junction diffusion was performed. Drift field cells H-79
through H-82 were phosphorus diffused on a different occasion and all
+.b_ _11= b_d .o_____re_.__it vo]+._=_s which w_ from Q +.r', 96 mV hi_her
than the field free control cells fabricated from the same starting
material. Therefore, in this case the diffusion of the impurities to
form the electrical junction was not deleterious to the open circuit
voltage. The higher open circuit voltage indicates that the drift
field is quite close to the electrical junction (see discussion of
open circuit voltage in Second Phase Report).
Spectral response measurements made on the sample cells showed that
the drift field cell responses peak in the 0.75 to 0.80 micron wave-
length region, and the field free control cells peak in the 0.8_ to
0.85 wavelength region. This indicates less red response in the drift
field cells which can be attributed to decreased lifetime or the decrease
in collection of carriers due to the proximity of the drift field to the
junction.
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STANDARD TUNGSTEN LIGHT SOURCE
lOO_/c_2
Active isc/Cm 2 iPma x VPma x
Cell Ingot Dim. _a Isc Voc
No. No. (era) (cm) (mA) (mA/cm 2) (Volts) (mA) (Volts)
H- 75 E-II lx2 1.80 32.4 18.0 •502 29.4 .405
Pmax
(_)
ll. 90
Eff.
(%)
6-57
I
I
I
I
I
l
I
I
I
H-76 E-11 .9xl.9 1.44 34.2 23.8 .510 31.0 .410 12.70 8.82
H-77 E-If ixl .90 18.0 20.0 .513 16.0 .420 6.72 7.48
H-78 E-ll ixl .90 17.6 19.6 .499 16.0 .390 6.25 6.95
H- 79 E-If ix2 i. 80 33- 7 18.7 •566 30.8 .469 14.45 8.05
H-80 E-11 lxl .90 1"[._9 i9.9 . _,'W i6.0 .,+)_'-'_ 7. _J'_'- _,._.°:.,f
H-81 E-11 lxl .90 15.7 17.5 .552 13.7 .452 6.20 6.90
H-82 E-If ixl .90 16.0 17.8 .559 14.3 .459 6.57 7.30
•H-83 E-II ix2 1.80 61.0 33.9 .540 55.8 .433 24.10 13.40
•H-84 E-II Ix2 1.80 59.6 33.! .543 55.8 .432 24.10 13.40
*Cell fabricated without base region drift field.
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SOLARSIMULATOR 140 mW/cm 2
T
Cell Ingot Dim. Area _sc
No. No. (cm) (cm 2) (mA)
I sc/cm2
(mAicm 2)
!
!
I
!
!
!
I
!
I
!
!
I
I
!
H-75 E-II ix2 1.80 42.1 23.4 6.20
H-76 E-II .9xi.9 1.44 40.8 28.4 7-52
H-77 E-II ixl .90 22.6 25.1 6.68
H-78 E-II ixl .90 22.3 24.8 6.23
H-79 E-II ix2 1.80 46.2 25.6 7.85
H-80 E-ll ixl .90 23.3 25-9 7.70
..o.... _ oh o 4 9h
H-82 E-II ixl .90 22.5 25.0 7.46
*H-83 E-If ix2 1.80 67.3 37.4 10.70
*H-84 E-II ix2 1.80 67.2 37.4 10.80
*Cells fabricated without base region drift field.
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In an effort to further reduce the amount of slice bowing which results
from the strains induced in the substrate by the thick_ highly doped
epitaxial layer_ smaller area substrate slices were utilized to fabricate
the 10th lot of cells. This decreased the number of usable slices which
could be obtained from each growth and did not seem to reduce the amount
of bowing significantly. To minimize the effect of the bowing, the
solar cell blanks were cut from the slices directly after the epitaxial
growth and ---_ -'-.=_'-._'-=._ 1",_. -_.,._ ._, -_ _^-_4- _-_. _ 4-_,
sistancy in the distance between the active cell face and the epitaxial-
substrate interface (which results from the plane parallel lapping)
could be averaged. In the previous months the entire slice was reduced
to t he final thickness and the slices were cut into blanks subsequent
to the reduction [see Step 8_ First Phase Eeport). This latter method
is much less time consuming but results in less control of the spacing,
field is too far away from the p-n junction or else the substrate layer
is lapped or etched entirely off in cerSain portions of the cell.
Current voltage curves of all sample cells submitted as lot I0 were
obtained in both tungsten and solar simulator light systems. The
results are s_mumarized in Tables XVIII and XIX respectively. The effi-
ciency degradations of the drift field cells in going from tungsten to
m=O solar simu_lator are between 8% and 16% which agree well with previous
re s,mlts °
Spectral response measurements made on the sample cells showed that the
drift field cell responses peak in the 0.75 to 0.80 micron wavelength
region and the field free control cells peak in the 0.84 to 0.85 wave-
length region which is also in good agreement with measurements made on
cells shipped priviously.
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STANDARD TUNGSTEN LIGHT SOURCE
i00 mW/cm 2
Act ive Isc/cm2 Vpmax
Cell Ingot Dim. Area Isc Voc Ipmax
No. No. (era) t _2_ t_^_ I-^/n-2_ f_r,-,l+_ f,._'_ (v_1_
H-93 E-11 ix2 1.80 40.0 22.2 .523 36.0 .425
Pmax
(_w)
15.30
Eff.
(%)
8.30
I
|
|
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
H-94 E-n ix2 1.80 35.0 19.5 .500 31.6 .404
H-85 E-II ixl.8 1.62 36.9 22.7 .498 31.5 .409
H-86 E-If ix2 1.80 34-9 19.4 .506 29.1 .398
H-87 E-If ix2 1.80 38.5 21.4 .507 33.4 .407
H-88 E-11 ix2 1.80 38.7 21.5 .523 32-5 .438
_n __i_ ivo i An 3_ _ ]Q.] 5p] qO._ 495
H-90 E-If ixl.6 1.44 25.8 17.9 .492 22.5 -399
*H-91 E-13. lx2 1.80 59.0 32.8 .540 53.5 .445
*H-92 E-ll Ix2 1.80 60.1 33.2 .540 56.0 .430
*Cell fabricated without base region drift field.
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12.80
12.90
ll.60
14.30
13.7o
12.90
99.00
23.80
24.10
7.10
8.0o
6.50
7.90
7.60
7.10
6.2_
13.20
13.4
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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TABLE XIX
SOLAR SIMULATOR
140 mW /cm 2
Cell I sc Isc /cm2
No. (_ ) (mAlem2)
H- 93 48.2 26.80
H- 94 42.5 23.60
H-85 45.4 28.O0
H-86 44.2 24.60
H-87 46.9 26.05
H-88 46.8 26.00
_-89 _.8 24.90
_-9o 34.5 e4°oo
*H-91 66.3 36.80
*H-92 67.0 37.10
Eff.
(%)
7.5O
6.25
7.1o
6.o0
6.70
7.oo
6.5o
t:;_7_
lO.5O
lO. 70
*Cells fabricated without base region drift field.
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Upon examination of the dark reverse currents of the drift field cells
of lot i0, it was found that all but one of these cells (Cell H-93) had
unusually high reverse currents, indicating that leakage paths exist
in the cells° From past experience with solar cells it has been found
that such leakage paths normally occur across the edges of the cells
In the case of these drift field cells, however, this was not found to
be the case. The cells underwent a series of grinding and etching
ope_ations performed on the cell edges with dark reverse current
measurements being made after each such operation. No significant
improvement in the dark reverse current was observed. This leads to
the conclusion that it is quite likely that the leakage paths exist
in the body of the cell _ather than at the edges. Such paths could be
caused by strains induced by the lapping ope_ation which are super-
imposed on strains which already exist due to the lattice mismatch
b_tvee_ !be ]!ght!y doped subst_ate r_ion and the heavily doped
epitaxial region. It would thus be advantageous to remove the last
2 or 3 mils of substrate thickness entirely by etching rather than
lapping° However, since the contacting technique used required a
fairly rough surface in order to provide good adherence_ a final lap
was necessary° Since this is likely the cause of the leakage paths,
the investigation of polished etched surfaces was clearly indicated.
As mentioned previously, it was felt that it may be advantageous, from
the point of view of minimizing the effects of strain at the epitaxi-
substrate interfaces on the active part of the drift field cell, to
remove the last few mils of excess substrate material by an etching
technique rather than by lapping. However, since an etched surface
provides poor adherence for the electrolessly plated contacts, a
different technique for making electrical contact to the cell was required.
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An evaporated-sintered silver-titanium contact is ideal electrically
and mechanically for such a surface and this technique is used as a
standard process in commercial solar cells. Therefore use was made
of the process on drift field structures. However, because the
surfaces are slightly different and the preliminary steps are substan-
tially different it was found that this standard process did not work
as well as norma After several attempts to use this technique on
drift field cells and after several modifications, a workable con-
...... _ ......._ _,_s _,_ ,_,_ ._ _ _e_ _ the fabrication
of 5 of the 16 sample cells submitted as Lot ll. As a basis of
comparison_ the remaining 8 drift field cells were fabricated by
utilizing the standard lapped surface in conjunction with the plated
contact.
Current voltage curves of all sample cells submitted as Lot ll were
results are summarized in Tables 3C( and _3_ respectively. The
cells which were fabricated by utilizing the polish-etched surface
and the e_rapoz_ted-sintered contacting techniques are denoted in the
tables. It can be seen that the open circuit voltages of the eTaporated-
sintered cells are considerably higher than those of the electrolessly
plated cells indicating that the expectations proposed in monthly report
No. !6 are true. In fact, cell H-102 actually has a considerably
higher (by 20-25 mV) open circuit voltage than the field-free control
cells and has an M = 0 efficiency of 9.8% which is extremely good. It
would be very interesting and useful to determine the radiation damage
characteristics of this cell. _ne average values of open circuit
voltage, short circuit current density and maximum efficiency for the
evaporated-sintered and electrolessly plated cells are 0.551 volts as
opposed to 0.493 volts, 21.5 mA/cm 2 versus 21 mA/cm 2, and 8.1% against
7% respectively. Thus it can be seen that although there is little
difference in current density between the two cell types, a significant
difference exists in open circuit voltage and hence in efficiency. It
would be interesting to carry out additional experiments along these
lines to ascertain the reproducibility of the results and to definitely
tie down the cause of these differences.
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Spectral response measurements made on the sample cells showed that the
drift field cell responses peak in the 0.75 to 0.80 micron _avelength
region and the field-free control cells peak in the 01.84 to 0.85
wavelength region which is in good agreement with measurements made on
cells shipped previously.
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TABLE XX
STANDARD TUNGSTEN LIGHT SOURCE
i00 mW/cm 2
Active
Cell Ingot Dim. Area I_ Isc/Cm 2 Voc
No. No. (cm) (cm 2) (_u%) (mA/cm 2 ) (Volts
Eff.
I
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
l
I
I
I
I
H-95 E-ll lxl 0.9 20.0 22.2 .480
H-96 E-If ix2 1.8 42.0 23.3 .480
+H-97 E-II ix2 1.8 43.0 23-9 -555
+H-98 E-II ix2 1.8 37-5 20.8 .550
%H-99 E-II ixl.8 1.62 32.5 20.1 •550
..... _ 11 ]_] O 0 21.5 23.9 .510
%H-101 E-II ixl.6 1.44 26.0 18.1 -530
+H-I02 E-II ix2 1.8 44.5 24.7 •575
H-f03 E-II ixl.7 1.53 27-5 17•9 •465
H-104 E-II Ix2 1.8 33.0 18•3 .490
H-105 E-II ix2 1.8 36.5 20•2 .545
H-I06 E-II ix2 1 8 40.0 22.2 •495
H-107 E-II ix2 1.8 36.0 20.0 •480
*H-lOS E-II ix2 1.8 60,0 33,3 •555
*H-109 E-II ix2 1.8 59.0 32.8 •550
*H-II0 E-II ix2 1.8 57.5 31.9 .550
*Cell fabricated without base region drift field
%Cell fabricated with evaporated-sintered contacts
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16•4
37.2
35•9
31.5
27.8
19.1
"_ "% 5
40.6
22.5
23.9
30•2
33.6
3o.o
55 .i
54.o
54•0
.364
•371
•441
•446
.422
•409
LF_
•470
.354
.368
.437
.384
.370
•440
•445
•445
5-95
13•8
15.88
14.04
11.73
7.81
9-0
19- 04
7.96
8.8
13.2
12.9
ll.1
24.24
24.11
24.11
6.6
7.65
8.8
7.8
7.2
8.65
6°3
10.6
5.2
4.9
7.3
7•2
6.2
13.5
13.4
13.4
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
TABLE y_f
SOLAR SIMULATOR
i_0 mW/cm 2
Ceil I I /cm 2 Eff.
SC SC
±_"_ " _"_-_ I \"_'l .... / '_ I_ t'
H-95 25.0 27.8 5-7
H-96 51.0 28.3 6.7
_H-97 54.5 30- 3 8.3
_H-98 51.5 28.6 7- 8
_H-99 43.7 27.0 7.3
H-i00 27.0 30-0 8.0
_u 7n_ 34 5 _a n F_.o
ill-I02 56.5 31.4 9.8
H-I03 37.5 24.5 5.5
H-f04 43.5 24.2 5.1
H-f05 48.3 26.8 7.3
H-I06 52.0 28.9 6.9
H-I07 45.5 25.3 5.7
*H- i08 68. O 37.8 i0.5
*H-f09 67,0 37.2 10.4
*H-IIO 66.0 36.7 10.4
*Cell fabricated without base region drift field
tCell fabricated with evaporated-sintered contacts
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V. ANALYSIS OF DRIFT FIELD CELL CHARACTERISTICS
1.0 ANALYSIS OF THE A-FACTOR
The diode current-voltage relationship (excluding shunt and series
resistance effects) is written as:
i = io[eXp(_)-l] ; Eq. 5--!
where B is a constant for a given temperature, I is the current at
voltage V, Io is the saturation current and A is the factor which
represents the departure of the relationship from the theoretical ideal.
In order to further analyze the electrical characteristics of the drift
field cells, the magnitude of the A factor was determined in the follow-
in_mannez. _ _-_I. _._ o_ .... _ _1_n_ _p_ obtained for drift
field cell H-51. In Section IV it was noted that this cell had a poor
curve shape which did not seem to be a result of either high series or
low shunt resistance. It was therefore suspected that the poor curve
shape might be due to a hi@hA-factor value and would therefore provide
a "worse-case" A-factor value.
Equation 5-1 can be'written in the form:
Eq. 5-2
so that from a semi-log plot of the voltage-current relationship it is
possible to obtain a measure of A since _ has a room temperature value
of about 40 Volt -1. Also, at the V=O intercept I=Io, so that the reverse
saturation current is also obtainable. It was found that for cell H-B1
the appropriate A-factor was about 1.9 which was comparable to normal
cell values. The saturation current density had a magnitude of lO -6 Amps.
The saturation current is dependent, to a large extent on mobility,
impurity concentration, and minority carrier lifetime. Normally it is
V-1
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found that the latter parameter is most strongly affected by the cell
processing technique since the dislocations and/or imperfections discussed
above would also give rise to a reduction of minority carrier lifetime.
Therefore, it was concluded that the poor curve shape might be due to
the fabrication process itself s especially since the substrate material
gave rise to high efficiency non-drift fiel_ cells. Considering the
influence of ionized impurities, only, the Io of the drift field cells
should theoretically be lower than those of the control cells since the
average number of ionized impurity atoms is expected to be greater for
the former cell type.
2.0 ANALYSIS OF SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS
Since the spectral distribution of sunlight in space (Air Mass Zero)
is considerably different, both on a relative and absolute basis, from
either the spectral distribution of sunlight _t the _' o.....o_ t^-_._._
Mass One) or the spectral distribution of tungsten light at a filament
color temperature of 2800°K, certain corrections must be applied to
electrical measurements obtained under the latter two light systems in
order to convert these to correspond to the values which would be obtained
&t Air Mass Zer0 outer space conditions.
In general the short circuit current of a silicon solar cell be expressed
by the following equation:
Isc = _ ACk)RCk)dk Eq. 5-3
o
where A(k) is the spectral distribution of the light source and R(k) is
the spectral response of the cell_ both of these being in absolute units
as a function of wavelength. Then the ratio of the short circuit current
V-2
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n
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n
|
mm
of a solar cell obtained in two light systems can be obtained from
Eq. 5-B as:
Iscl = ( Al(k)R(k)dk,,,
Isc_ _o_(_)RC_)_
; Eq. _-4
or replacing R(k) by CR'(k), where R'(k) is the spectral response in
relative absolute units and C is a constant, as:
Oo
fo AI(k)R (k)_
Isc 1
Isc2 F _(_,)R' (x)m,,
"/o
; Eq. 5 -5
where Al(k ) and A2(k ) represent the spectral distribution of light systems
1 and 2 respectively. It therefore is apparent that K is a correction
factDr which can be applied to the short circuit current obtained in
System 2, to calculate the short circuit current which would be obtained
in System i. This correction factor has been determined for normal
commercial solar cells with m=0 and m=l sunlight as Systems 1 and 2
respectively, and has been found to be of the order of 1.19 to 1.21.
If we assume that the efficiency is directly related to the short circuit
current ( a valid assumption for light levels normally encountered), this
implies a decrease in efficiency of about 13 to 15% since the solar inten-
sity atm_ is i_ _/cm2 asopposedto i_ _/c_ at m:1(andhence
the efficiency in m=O sun were identical to that in m=l sun, K would have
a value of 1.4). There is an additional observed degradation of about
in going from tungsten light (at 2800°K color temperature) to m=l
sunlight for a typical commercial solar cell so that the total decrease
in cell efficiency in going from tungsten to m=O sunlight is of the
order of 19 to 21% giving rise to a K' value of i.ii to 1.13 in going
v-3
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from i00 mW/cm 2 tungsten light to 140 mW/cm 2 m=O sunlight. These apparent
degradations are, of course, a direct result of Eq. 5-1 and can be con-
sidered as the superposition of two phenomena, namely: (1) the spectral
distribution of tungsten, m=l, and m=O light becomes progressively
greater in the shorter wavelength region and (2) the short to long wave-
decrease in cell Isc per unit light intensity as the short to long wave-
length ratio of the light source is increased.
In the case of the drift field cell, however, the spectral response is
considerably different from the non-drift field cells, as can be seen
from Figures 29, the former cell type having a higher short to long
wavelength ratio due to poorer long wavelength collection efficiency.
If we consider two non-drift field cells H-29 and H-30, it can be seen
from Table IV and Table V (in the preceding section) which show
_ _!_.+._._! ,-.'h_r.÷.,_'.-_+.-_r..__-r -!-._._1_ _11s in both tungsten light
and;'in an m=O solar simulator, that the efficiency has undergone a de-
crease of about 19% and 24% respectively. If we consider the drift field
cells, however, we find from Tables IV and V that the efficiency
decrease is only 7 to 15% in going from tungsten to m=O sunlight.
This range of efficiency decrease seems to hold true for almost all the
drift field cells and verifies the spectral consistency of the drift
field cells which was indicated by the spectral responses of these cells.
The drift field cells all exhibit peak responses between 0.75 and 0.80
microns and are lower in long wavelength response than the field-free
control cells.
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3.0 ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTALLY OBTAINED SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENTS
A theoretical determination has been made by Wolf _) of the short circuit
current density of various cell configurations under outer space condi-
tions as a function of 1 MeV electron flux. These determinations are
shown in Fig_1_ 30 The cases appropriate to the field-free cell and
the drift field cell design adopted as the goal for this contract are
curves A and D respectively. Since both these curves are perpendicular
+_ the ordinate at 1012 e/cm 2
_ , the respective current values at zero
flux (pre-bombardment) condition should be identical to the current
value at lO 12 e/cm 2. The magnitude of the current densities before
bombardment for the field free and drift field cells under m=O sunlight
should then be theoretically 42 and 34 mA/cm 2 respectively. Actually
the theoretical value of 42 mA/cm 2 for the field-free cell is considerably
higher than is actually experienced in practice. (An extraordinarily
density of 36 mA/cm e being more typical. ) Because of the optimism of
the theoretical values, it would be more meaningful to discuss the ratio
of the short circuit currents rather than the absolute values for a study
such as this. Considering the ratio of the currents theoretically
expected for the drift field and field-free cells under m=O sunlight,
one obtains a ratio of 3b_/b_2 or 0.81. For comparitive purposes this
ratio was determined on the drift field sample cells H-II through H-61
by experimentally taking the ratio of the short circuit current densi-
ties as measured in the m=0 solar simulator to the current density
expected in a field-free cell (36.0 mA/cm2 typically and 38..5mA/cm2
for best case). These current density values represent typical and
extraordinarily high values respectively of field-free experimentally
observed m=O short circuit currents. These comparitive ratios are
presented in a condensed form in Table XXII The first column shows
the cell identification ("H") number. The second and third columns
1)M.Wolf "Drift Fields in Solar Energy Converter Cells".
Proceedings of the IEEE Vol. 51, No. 5, May, 1963.
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show the short circuit current densities and efficiencies respectively
as measured in the m=O simulator. The fourth and fifth columns indicate
the ratio of the drift field short circuit current density to 36.0 and
38.5 mA/cm 2 current densities respectively. The fourth column represents
the typical ratio while the fifth column represents the "worst-case"
condition. Cells which have ratios which are greater than the theoretical
0.81 are denoted in the respective columns by an "x" immediately follow-
ing the ratio value.
The fact that a good portion of the cells exhibit ratios which are in
excess of the theoretically predicted currents shows that these cells
have as good a short circuit current as can reasonably be expected on
the basis of theory. It can be seen from the tables that the average
ratio of all the drift field cells was O.83 when the field-free cell
current density of 36.0 mA/cm 2 was used and O. 77 when the field free
--_ ...... + _o_+_, _ _R_ _ 11_d Tn the former case, 68% of the
sample cells had a ratio equal to or greater than the theoretically
expected value of 0.81 and in the latter case 47% of the sample cells
had a ratio of 0.81 or greater. These figures lead to the encouraging
conclusion that the experimentally observed reduction of the drift field
short circuit currents below that of the field free control cells is in
reality not much greater than one would expect theoretically and that
an m=O sunlight efficiency reduction of about 20% is not unreasonable
in the case of the drift field cell, due simply to the short circuit
current decrease.
_.0 ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTALLY OBTAINED OPEN CIRCUIT VOLTAGE
Table III-2 presents a summary of the open circuit voltages of all the
drift field sample cells thus far submitted as well as the submitted
control, field-free cells. A reasonable open circuit voltage for cells
fabricated from lO ohm-ore resistivity p-type silicon is of the order of
0.55 Volts. It can be seen from Table XVII that there is a considerable
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TABLE XXII
DRIFT FIELD CELL SUMMARY SHEET
( )-Isc D 34 0.81 (m--O)
Theoretical Ratio 777- = _ =
•-sc,E=0
Typical (I..) ^ of production cells 36 mA/cm 2 to 58.5 mA/cm 2
1 2 3 4 5
J
Cell
Numb er
i
*H-61
*H-60
*H-59 1
___
AA Jv
H-57
*H-56
H-55
 H-54
H-51
*H-50
*H-49
H-48
H-47
H-46
H-45
H-43 I
i
H-42 i
H-41
H-37
H-36
H-35
H-34
Experimental Cells
Experimental (ISC)D/(Isc)E=O
Cells (m=O) Efficiency =
isc/Cm 2 (%) (Isc)E=O = 36.0 (Isc)E= 0 38.5
31-7
31.1
31.9
29.1
29.1
28.7
42.5
28.2
29.7
32.4
30.9
28.1
30.6
8.2
8.2
7-9
8.4
8.1
7-2
8.6
5-9
11.7
6.8
7.1
8.6
6.5
6.8
8.2
.88 x
.87 x
•82 x
•91 x
•89 x
•81 x
.81 x
.8O !
!
I1.18 x
•78
•82 x
i
•90 x
.86 x
.78
•85 x
.82 x
.81 x
.77
•B5 x
.83 x
•76
.76
.74
i.i0 x
.73
.77
.84 x
.80
.73
-79
33-0
30.2
31.9
33.4
29.4
28.2
29.4
8.7 .92
8.1 .84
9.4 .89
6.6 .82
5.5 .78
5.9 .82
x ' .86.x
X _ •78
x .83 x
!
X !
X
X
.87 x
.76
.73
.76
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1
i
_-33
_-32
_-28
H-27
, H-26
_-25
H-2_
H-23
H-22 :i
H-21
I
7.7 _
H-17
H-16
H-15
H-14
H-13
H-12
_H-II
_'H-6
H-5
H-4
m=l
H-3
H- 2
Average
TABLE XXII
(Continued)
2 3 4 5
23.2
23.9
21.7
36.7
Ji. )
31.o
34.7
33.8
34.6
32.7
33.0
27.6
31.4
27.8
30.7
33-3
33.2
31.6
18.o
25.0
27.6
22.2
27.5
27.5
4.4
5.4
4.6
.64
.66
.6o
9.8 I 1.01 x
8.9
8.6
7.5
5.6
8.5
7.1
9-7
Q,7 q.
I .ul
.86 x
•96 x
•94 x
.96 x
•91 x
•92 x
8.5
7-3
9.0
6.9
8.8
8.9
8.9
8.9
,88 x
.76
,87 x
.77
•85 x
.92 x
•92 x
.88 x
.50
.69
•77
.62
.76
.76
7.6 .83
.6o
.62
.56
.95
.82
.81
.90
.88
-9O
-85
.86
-83
.72
.82
•72
.80
.86
.86
.82
.37
.65
.72
.58
.72
.72
.77
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
68% > .81
* indicates ]_x2 cm cells
47% > .81
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TABLE XXIII
OPEN CIRCUIT VOLTAGE
OF SAMPLE CEILS SH_PP_D _US FAR
Cell Ingot Voc Cell Ingot
x H-I E-3
x H-2 E-3
x H-3 E-3
x H-4 E-4
H-5 E-4
H-6 E-4
* H-7 E-3
* H-8 E-3
I -"
!*H-lO E-4
H-II E-5
H-12 E-5
H-13 E-5
H-14 E-5
H-15 E-5
H-16 E-5
H-17 E-5
K-H-18 E-5
*H-19 E-5
H-2o E-5
H-21 E-6
H-22 E-6
H-23 E-6
H-24 E-6
H-25 E-6
•48o H-26
•510 H-27
.43o H-28
•540 *H-29
•510 *H-30
•475 H- 31
•387 H-32
•37o H-33
.537 H-3_
•545 H-35
•522 H-36
•52O H-37
•510 H-38
•523 *H-39
•45o *H-40
•516 xH-41
.482 H-42
•559 H-43
•558 *H-44
.48o _ xH-45
|,
•53o i _-_6
.48o il H-47
•52o :i• -48
il
.485 II ,-5o
E-6
E-6
E-6
E-6
E-6
E-6
E-6
E-6
E-6
E-6
E-6
E-6
E-6
E-6
E-7
E-7
E-7
E-7
E-6
E-6
E-6
E-6
E-6
E-6
iiVoc Cell Ingot Voc
•511 H- 51
•523 *H-52
.523 *H-53
•552 H-54
•547 H-55
.470 H-56
•_9o _-57
.43o H-58
:_o _-59
._o H-60
.500 : H-61
•510 _ *H-62
•500 *H-63
•540 *H-6_
• 545 xH-65
• 555 H-66
• 542 xH-67
•537 xH-68
•55o _ H-69
..!
.560 H-70
•518 H-_
•535 H-72
• 535 *H- 73
•535 *H-74
.533
E-6 •528
E-6 .551
E-6 .551
E-6 •516
E-IO •538
E-IO •504
E-IO •502
E-IO .498
E-IO .508
E-lO •501
E-IO .538
E-IO .540
E-IO •540
E-IO .561
E-IO •530
E-IO -552
E-IO •548
E-IO .531
E-IO •5_2
E-ZO •547
E-IO •540
E-IO •544
E-IO .547
* indicates control cells•
x indicates Voc greater than control cells•
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spread in the open circuit voltages of the drift field cells but that
the average value of open circuit voltage is only of the order of .505
Volts or about 10% less than observed for field-free cells. A rigorous
theoretical treatment of the open circuit voltage which one should
expect of a drift field cell of a given design has not yet been carried
out. The prdolem is somewhat dlff_-_n_ ......... _o_ -_ _^ _^_J. JL'U Ill UL,L_ %JJ- _A_.- _._._
circuit current theory since the effect of the Fermi level variation as
a function of distance from the junction on the resultant open circuit
voltage has not yet been described mathematically. The current voltage
characteristic of a solar cell exclusive of series and shunt resistance
terms is given by Wolf and Prince 5 as:
I = Io(eqV/AkT-l)-IL ; Eq. 5-6
where I is the cell current at voltage V, q is the electronic charge,
........ _--_ --_-'^_ _ .... "_ +_ _+_ _ +I_ j11_m+_ f1_nmJ-I l_ H t..;ULAb t.,i::,LlU WJ.J.J._lz _._;_..J..;.,.,,_,.J W.L*_ ._, ------ --' ..........
ideality, k is Boltzmann's Constant, T is the temperature in degrees
Kelvin, I o is the reverse saturation current and IL is the light
generated current. Under open circuit conditions the external current
flow, I, is zero by definition and the equation may be written:
since
_ AkT IL +i)Voc - 7_(_o ; Eq. 5-7
IL
>> 1 Eq. 5-8
Io
the equation can be written:
v = A_ Z___
oc q Io
Eq. 5-9
5) M. Wolf and M. B. Prince, "New Developments in Silicon Photovoltaic
Devices and Their Application in Electronics" , J. Brit. IRE, Vol. 18
October, 1958.
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Since at a given temperature Io is given by:
io=K _p.1 Nn .1 ; Eq. -lO
where K is a constant, and _n a_-e _ .......................... .
carrier mobillties respectively, N n and Pp are the majority carrier
densities of ionized donor and acceptor atoms respectively and Tp and
Tn are the hole and electron minority carrier lifetimes respectively.
Then for a specific temperature, Eq. 5-9 can be written:
v : _---_ IL Eq. 5 -ii
oc q _p i _ i
• + n
-- _ _ _-_,_+ vo1+_ge increases withThUS it can be seen _=_ _ _
increasing light generated current, minority carrier lifetime, and
density of ionized majority carriers (which is inversely proportional
to the material reslstivities of the respective regions) while it
decreases With increasing minority carrier mobility.
For a drift field cell having a design similar to the one developed
for this contract the parameters will be different from those of a
lO ohm-cm base material field-free cell. In the case of the drift field
cell, theory predicts that the IL will be about 20% lower as discussed
in the previous section. The minority carrier lifetime will decrease
due to the additional impurity atoms introduced in order to form the
field 3 and possibly due to the strains introduced by the epitaxial deposi-
tion process• The minority carrier lifetime of control field-free cells
made during this program has been measured by the Kingston method 6)" and
was found to be of the order of 16 _-sec which is typical of good commercial
6) R. H. Kingston. "Switrh_ Time in Junction Diodes and Junction
Transistors', Proceedings of the IRE, Vol. 42, No. 5, May 1954
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N/P solar cells. Since this test method requires the destruction of the
cell under test, a high efficiency drift field cell has not yet been
measured but it is expected that the base region minority carrier life-
time of these cells would be reduced by a factor of about 1/lO over
that of the control cells. These differences will tend to decrease the
Voc of the drift field cells over that of the field-free controls accord-
ing to Eq. 5-ll. The mobility would also be expected to be different
for the drift field cell case and it would be expected to decrease, due
to the increased concentration of the impurity atoms which form the
field. This effect, however, should only be of a second or third order.
The number of ionized impurity atoms will, needless to say, increase.
The mobility and number of ionized impurity atoms are thus expected to
change in such a way as to increase the Voc of the drift field cell.
The value of the parameters _n, Tn and Pp will vary across the field
and thus can only be analytically described as a function of the distance
along the axis normal to the plane of the N/P junction.
It is known from previous experiments that the addition of impurities
to the base region of a cell at a distance of about 300_ away from the
junction has no effect on the open circuit voltage of a cell. It is
also known experimentally that the uniform addition of impurities to the
entire base region of a cell will result in an increase of open circuit
voltage. It can therefore be safely assumed that the effect of the
addition of impurity atoms on the open circuit voltage is dependent upon
the distance between these atoms and the junction. While a functional
relationship between junction-impurity distance and Voc is not known at
the present time, it is possible to determine the limits of the effect
of addition of impurities on the open circuit voltage.
If we consider some sort of averaging process, the apparent density of
ionized impurity atoms would be increased in the base region substrate
by about a factor of lO 2 atoms per cubic centimeter. This assumption
V- 14
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that the density of ionized impurity atoms is averaged throughout the
substrate base region will give a maximum value for the open circuit
voltage and will correspond to the upper limit.
If we consider only the changes experienced in the P region of the
cell, . -ii u_ be u_e_ tu ..... the open ....... --_
expected according to the following expression:
Eq. 5-12
I
!
I
or
I L
Am • V T,._ r
Voe-Voc q IL '
x_7 i
Pp,
Eq. 5 -15
where the primed quantities represent the parameters appropriate to the
drift field cell and the unprimed quantities represent those appropriate
to the field-free cell. Using the approximate values given above:
I T' _ = 81L P' = PxlO 2=_ IL' .
I
I
I
I
and an A-factor of unity
AkT 1
q _ at room temperature
Voc-Voc' = _ 2_.04 = -. 075 Volt s Eq. 5-14
In other words, the assumption that the density of impurities can be
averaged leads to the conclusion that the open circuit voltage of the
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drift field cells should be higher than that of a field-free cell by
about .075 Volts. This represents an upper limit to the difference in
open circuit voltage between drift field and field-free cells.
In the above analysis the term involving the number of ionized impurity
atoms has the dominating effect on the Voc change since it represents
the largest order of magnitude change as well as entering into the
natural logarithm term as a unity power rather than as square root
term (as does the minority carrier lifetime termwhich is t_ only
other term that can vary by an order of magnitude or more).
On the other hand, one can also consider the case where the distri-
bution of the additional impurity atoms is such that there is no
addition to the number of ionized impurity atoms in the base region.
This would be the situation if the atoms were introduced Coo far away
...... _- _.... *_ +_ _ __ _ _ n_h_ wn_s. well outside of the
space charge region.
In this case P' = P with the other parameters having values similar
to those previously used. Then Equation 3-13 yields:
Voc-Voc' = _0_4 = .035 Volts Eq. 5-15
Here it can be seen that rather than obtaining an increase in open
circuit voltage for the drift field cell over the field-free cell, as
was calculated for the uniform impurity density assumption, in this
instance a decrease in open circuit voltage of .035 Volts is predicted
for the drift field cell.
Hence, depending upon the spatial distribution of the introduced impur-
ity atoms with respect to the distance normal to the plane of the
junction, the open circuit voltage of the drift field cell can be higher
than that of the field-free cell by as much as .075 Volts and lower than
the field-free cell by as much as.035 Volts.
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As stated previously the open circuit voltages of the sample drift field
cells have quite a large spread in values. This is not too surprising
in view of the large range between the theoretical limits of the Voc as
discussed above. On rare occasions the Voc of the drift field cells
(made from lO ohm-cm starting material) have been found to exceed the
Voc of the sample cells by about .O1 Volts (drift field cells H-45 and
H-6§) thus snowing chat it is po_ibi_ fo_ di_ift field _o......_ *_-'_,_
type to have a higher voltage than the field-free cells in actual prac-
tice. The drift field cells which have open circuit voltages greater
than one of the control cells are denoted by an "x" preceding the cell
number in Table XVII. It was shown in the first phase report that the
open circuit voltages of drift field cells fabricated from approximately
200 ohm-cm material (Cells H-l, H-2, H-3) were consistently higher than
those of control cells (H-7 and H-8) made from the same msterial.
Since the short circuit currents of the drift field cells seem to be
preceding section, it is quite possible that further increases in drift
field cell efficiency will be a result of increased open circuit voltages.
5-0 PROCESS ANALYSIS
In processing the drift field cells it is necessary to separate, as much
as possible, the effects of process variables from the effects due to
the cell design itself. In order to achieve this end, the effects of
the two most important variables, namely the starting material itself
and the N/P junction diffusion, have been separated out by means of
control cells. Field-free control cells were fabricated from each of
the ingots which were utilized as drift field substrates. These control
cells were utilized to evaluate the starting material and insure its
applicability to the program, and further serve to provide field-free
control cells for comparison of electrical performance and radiation
characteristics. Control cells were also diffused at the same time as
V- 17
the N_ junction diffusion of the drift field cells in order to insure
that the diffusion was up to the standard required to produce high
efficiency cells. Control cells were also utilized in the other
processing steps such as contact deposition, junction clean-up, anti-
reflectance coating and etc. These control cells have been of great
value in analyzing the characteristics of the drift field cells,
especially whenthe cells were somewhatlower in efficiency than
normally encountered. While control cells do not always explain all
contingencies, they can be used to provide ir_formation as to"what did
not go wrong" and give a basis for comparitive analysis.
6.0 PHELIMINAEY ANALYSIS OF CELL DESIGN ON ELECTRICAL PAPAMETERS
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A preliminary experiment _as performed to determine the effect of the
location of the drift field with respect to the electrical p-n junction
on Li_ ----:w_._v_o.. ... _^I_+_I_ _÷.__ ..........A1._o _nvesti_ated_ vas the
effect of thick and thin epitaxial layers on the electrical character-
istics.
Four cells having an epitaxial layer of about lO mils thickness and 4
cells having an epitaxial layer of about 7 mils thickness were fabricated.
These cells had substrate thickness of about 1 to 1.5 mils. Five cells
were also fabricated with substrate thicknesses of about 3 mils and
epitaxial layer thicknesses of about l0 mils. _he results are summarized
in Table XXIV. There seems to be little significant difference between
the cells made with lO rail epitaxial layers and those made with 7 rail
epitaxial layers. On the other hand the cells having 3 rail substrates
show a significant trend towards higher efficiencies than those having
1 rail substrates. This is achieved through both higher short circuit
currents and open circuit voltages. The fact that the cells having
3 rail substrates exhibit higher currents and efficiencies than the cells
having 1 rail substrates was predicted by theory and is a result of the
fact that the edge of the drift field in the former case is 2.5 mils
away from the electrical Junction and therefore gives rise to a larger
average base region minority carrie_ lifetime (since in this case
carriers created in the first 2.5 mils o_ base region pass only through
V - 18
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the relatively high purity substrate material and not through the
highly doped drift field region). Also strains existing at the
epitaxi-substrate interface are less likely to propagate crystalline
imperfections throughout the active portion of the cells in the cells
having the thicker substrates.
Since the cells for this experiment were fabricated frQm epitaxial
slices which had shown a slight degree of bowing, there may have been
some variation in the distance between the edge of the field and the
electrical junction, so that the experimental results are only quali-
tative in nature.
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Cell
No.
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
i0
ii
12
13
TABLE XXIV
I_TNGSTEN LIGHT
Approximate
Thickness
Epi- Sub-
taxlal strate
Layer Layer
(mils) '-__I _,_u--LSl I
i
7 l
7 1
7 l
7 l
lO l
lO J.
lO Z
lO l
lO 3
lO 3
io 3
lO 3
lO 3
I
Cell
Active 1
Ar_a i
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
0.9
0.9
Isc
("A_
29-9
43.8
33.3
--o_--
36.8
34.0
37.7
42.2
42.2
39.8
20.9
19.o
Voc
(vo!ts)
0.463
0.508
0.539
0.493
' I
_m_x Ve_
i (mA) (volts)
i 19.5 0.340
! 39.3 o.4ol
: 29.2 o.429
..... Broken in processing
30.8{0.382!
Ek_zemely I...... at
0.440
Pmax
(row)
Eff.
(%)
5.65 3.1o
15.70 , 8.75
12.50 6.95
0.550
0.554
0.56o
0.547
0.530
o.5oo
11.77 6.50
<--- Broke during measurement ....
30.9 o._3 13.7o i 7.60
!
38.3 O.452 17.30 ! 9-60
i
!
38.2 0.462 17.70 i 9.80
36.8 0.446 16.40 I 9.1o
!
18.7 O.428 8.O0 I 8.80
I
14.0 0.403 5-65 I 6.30
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VI. ANALYSIS OF RADIATION CHARACTERISTICS
Radiation experiments have been performed by NASA Goddard on cells
selected from sample lots one, three and four. The results are analyzed
below.
Eight cells selected from Heliotek lot 1 (see monthly report No. 5)
were bombarded with 1 MeV electrons in the first radiation experiment.
Of these 8 cells, only 3 of these (H-4, H-5 and H-6) were representative
of the near optimum design drift field cells which were fabricated
throughout the remainder of the contract. Three cells (H-l, H-2 and H-3)
were fabricated from very high resistivity (greater than 200 ohm-cm)
material and hence had very low initial efficiencies due to extremely high
series resistance values, and 2 cells (H-7 and H-9) were control cells
containing no drift field region. Cells H-4 and H-5 were quite similar in
efficiencies throughout the range of electron fluxes investigated, while
H-6 was consla_1-_u-_................._uw=_ _ _=-_--_--_-^-___ _^_ _j ..... and _ms th_e_.........
lower in efficiency throughout the experiment.
A comparison of the behavior of the best Heliotek cell (H-4 with the best
cell from each of the other laboratories in this first radiation experiment,
(Electro-0ptical Systems, Radio Corporation of America, and Texas Instruments)
is presented in the following figures. Fig. 31 presents the cell efficiency
in a 100 mW/cm 2 xenon light source as a function of 1 MeV electron flux as
obtained from the NASA measurements. The efficiency seems to vary somewhat
linearly with the logarithm of the flux and a straight line approximating
the behavior has been drawn in the semilog plot. It can be seen that the
Heliotek drift field cell maintains a higher cell efficiency through the
flux range considered.
Figure 32 shows the short circuit current density on an absolute basis as
a function of the electron flux. In this case the Heliotek cell is
lower than the RCA and EOS cells at a flux level of 5xlO 14 e/cm 2, but
crosses over the E0S and RCA cell curves at fluxes of lO 15 and 5xl015 e/cm 2
respectively. The slope of the line approximating the function is much
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shallower in the case of the Heliotek cell than in the case of the other
cells which have slopes which are quite similar to one another. This
indicates that current collection, in the case of the Heliotek cell, is
not as dependent upon the flux level for the range considered in this
experiment, which was predicted theoretically previous to the start of
i)
the contract.. According to theory, a lower short circuit current
was anticipated initially with no significant change in short circuit
current expected with the Heliotek cell design until fluxes greater
than lO 16 e/cm 2 were encountered.
This would result in a crossover between the drift field cell curves
and the standard type N+/P cell curve at a flux level of about 5xlO 14 e/cm 2.
The drift field cell curve was expected to stay above the standard cell
curve at higher fluxes, but eventually at about a flux of lO 18 e/cm 2 the
two curves would again approach each other. See Figure 30 (preceding
section) for cell desig_ .... I......v=_.o_v _ X=10-3cm compared to ,_tn.n_ard N+/P
NA=lO16 -cell design of E=O and cm -5. Therefore, over the range of fluxes
investigated, it appears that the experimental results are close to that
expected by theory.
The ratio of the sho_ circuit current to the pro-bombardment short
circuit current is shown as a function of electron flux in Fig. 33
Again the slope of the function is considerably shallower for the Heliotek
cell than for the other three types of cells which have slopes quite
similar to one another.
The conclusion that maybe drawn from this preliminary data is that the
short circuit current behavior of the Heliotek cell under 1 MeV electron
irradiation was considerably different from that of the other cells for
flux levels between 5x.lO lk and 1.88xlO 16 e/cm 2, and that the relative
l) Wolf, M., "drift Fields in Photovoltaic Solar Energy Converter
Cells", Proceedings of the IEEE Vol. 51, No. 5, May, 1963
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insensitivity of the Heliotek cell short circuit current to flux levels
of the order of lO 16 e/cm 2 was in close agreement with the theoretical
oredictions. It should be further noted that the other two applicable
Heliotek sample cells (H-5 and Ho6) exhibit slopes almost identical to
that of cell H-4 and were merely shifted on the ordinate scale by a con-
stant factor, thus showing the consistency of the radiation character-
istics from cell to cell.
3.1 RESULTS OF SECOND RADIATION EXPERIMENT
Cells frcm the third and fourth lot of Heliotek sample cells were
evaluated in u1_= b=_u_ ............. r...............
electron fluxes up to the order of i0 _u e/cm". The data obtained indicates
that the cells from these third and fourth groups not have the same radd-
ation characteristics as did the cells from the first group and that the
cells from the third lot were superior to those of the fourth lot.
Figure 34 shows the absolute short circuit current density as a function
of electron flux as obtained from the NASA data. As in the analysis of
the first radiation experiment, a linear relationship was assumed between
the short circuit current density and the logarithm of the flux. The
highest efficiency cells at an electron flux of about 1016 e/cm 2 from
the sample cells submitted by Electro Optical Systems. Texas Instruments
and Heliotek are al/_o plotted in this graph. Also shown for basis of
comparison are the curves appropriate to Heliotek field free control
cells frc_ the fourth lot and Heliotek drift field cell H-4 which exhibited
the best radiation characteristics of all the cells considered in the
first radiation experiment. In analyzing the NASA radiation data, it
seemed rather clear from the current voltage and quantum yield curves that
the data on Texas Instruments Cells Numbers 22 and 24 corresponding to
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the 1.2xlO 16 e/cm2" bombardment flux had been interchanged, and hence
the curves appropriate to TI cell No. 24 were plotted by assuming this
to be the case. It can be seen from Figure 34 that Heliotek cell H-4
exhibited the least change in short circuit current density over the
flux range considered. The TI cell exhibited a slightly steeper slope.
The EOS cell exhibited a steeper slope than either of these but was not as
steep as the Heliotek cell H-23 which was evaluated during this second
series of bombardments. Cell H-23 did not have a slope too signigicantly
different from the Heliotek field-free control cells H-38, H-39 and H-40.
The marked difference between the behavior of cells H-4 and H-23 cannot
really be analyzed and fully understood unless the cells themselves can
be cross-sectioned in order to observe possible structural differences.
It is possible that slice bowing resulting from strains occurring during
the epitaxial process (see Reports ll and 13) caused a variation in the
of the drift field with respect to the junction, thus giving rise to the
poorer short circuit current radiation characteristics of cell H-23.
An extremely interesting phenomenon is observed if one considers the open
circuit vo!t_ges of these cells as a function of electron flux as show__
in Figure 35. It is seen from this figure that cell H-4 which had the
least sensitivity to the ir_diation on a short circuit current basis
shows the most sensitive behavior on an open circuit voltage basis.
Similarly_ the Texas Instruments cell No. 24 which showed the second best
radiation characteristics with respect to current density showed the second
worst behavior with respect to open circuit voltage, with the slope of the
function being quite similar to that exhibited by cell H-4. The slope of
the EOS cell and the field-free Heliotek control cells were almost
identical and were considerably shallower than Texas Instruments cell 24
and Heliotek cell H-4. Heliotek cell H-23 exhibited a slightly steeper
slope than the field-free control cells and the EOS cell but a significantly
shallower slope than H-24 or Texas Instrument cell No. 24. In general_
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shallower slope than H-24 or Texas Instrument cell No. 24. In general,
then, it seems that the cells which show the best radiation character-
istics with respect to short circuit current density exhibit the poorest
radiation behavior with respect to open circuit voltage. According to
theory l)_ the edge of the base region drift field should be in close
proximity to the p-n junction in order to obtain the most advantageous
current collection at 1 MeV flux levels of the order of l0 l_ e/cm2. - No
_e_d ..4_ strength,p_a_ _.Ta_made _ the _o_t _ the _+ "
and placement on the open circuit voltage as a function of irradiation
flux. It is quite likely, in view of the experimentally observed
phenomena, that some of the parameter requirements which lead to an
advantageous short circuit current versus flux relationship give rise
to a disadvantageous open circuit voltage versus flux behavior. One such
parameter might well be the distance between the edge of the base region
variable parameters with respect to the field. Since the formation of the
drift field is basically nothing more than a diffusion process, it is
expected that the width and distribution of impurity atoms of the field
itself are quite repeatable because of the careful control of diffusion
time and temperature. Hence the configuration of the field itself should
be fairly well consistent from cell to cell and would therefore not be
expected to cause the variations in the observed radiation characteristics.
The data seems to indicate that the inclusion of the drift field can have
an adverse effect on the sensitivity of the cell open circuit voltage to
bombardment by 1 MeV electrons, and further, that drift field cell configur-
ations which provide low sensitivity of short circuit current to irradiation
seem to give rise to cells which have a greater sensitivity of open circuit
voltage to irradiation.
I) Wolf, M., "Drift Fields in Photovoltaic Solar Energy Converter Cells"
Proc. IEEE 3 Vol. 51_ No. 5, May 1963
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECO_VG_NDATIONS
Progress in the fabrication of drift field cells having the near optimum
design has been steady and according to plan. The major difficulty
encountered was precisely as predicted at the outset of the contract_
namely the reduction of the fi_i _abstzate thickness. In ÷_ .... ly
sample lots most of the cells were very small in area and inconsistencies
occurred across the area of the cell. However 3 these difficulties were
not noticeably detrimental to the cell performance and did not detract
from the analytical value of studying drift field cell behavior in a
radiation environment. As the technology of fabrication improved,
larger area cells became more dominant and the last shipment of drift
field cells was comprised of six lx2 cm cells and two lxl cm cells.
Thus any non-uniformity throughout this larger area would become more
influential in the quality of the cell electrical characteristics.
At the present time the major cause of inconsistency is believed to be
a bowing effect on the slices from which the cells are cut. During
substrate removal, the bowing causes some areas of the cell to be lapped
thinner than others and often times results in the slices being lapped
or etched through to the epitaxial substrate 3 resulting in an unusable
or very low efficiency cell. Careful control in the pre and post epitaxial
heat treatment has helped to reduce the amount of slice bowing, but does
not completely eliminate the problem. Alternate fabrication techniques
such as utilization of smaller substrate blanks will be investigated in
the next period to further minimize the effects of bowing.
It has been observed that the short circuit currents obtained from the
drift field calls are quite close to what one would expect theoretically.
The cell efficiencies for the most part, are slightly below that antici-
pated and it is expected that the average efficiency could be further
increases through an increase in open circuit voltage.
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It is possible that some process limitations exist with respect to the
cell design being studied. There is sc_e loss of efficiency in the drift
field cells due to the rather high shunt cur_nts, which seem at this time
to exist in the body of the cell rather than at the edges as in normal
field free cells. These body shunt paths may be a result of crystalline
imperfections which propagate due to the strains originating at the sub-
function of the distance normal to the plane of the interface_ is probably
dependent on the treatment of the slice subsiquent to the epitaxial
deposition. Such things as lapping and heat trating will tend to increase
propagation of defects. Controlled experiments could be done to obtain
a measure of the effects of such treatment on the cell parameters. A
preliminary experiment performed during the course of this contract to
determine the effect of substrate thickness variation on the cell electrical
parameters, showed that, in general, considerably better short circuit
current, open circuit voltage and cell efficiency _as obtained with thicker
subst_?_+_=s. Theoretically one expects an increase in short circuit current
with the thicker base region, but the observed increase in the voltage
parameter is greater than theoretically expected and is hence indicative
that there are additional factors present dae to processing. S_ce the
experiment was of a preliminary nsture, further investigation along these
lines are clearly indicated. Once the problem areas _= been more precisely
defined, methods can be found to circumvent, minimize, or eliminate them.
It is quite likely that the utilization of a polish-etched surface in
conjunction with an evaporated-sintered contacting technique will yield
higher open circuit voltages as indicated by a preliminary experiment which
compared the electrical characteristics of the cell type to those of lapped-
surface, plated-contact cells.
Eadiation experiments performed on drift field cells have yielded encouraging
results. It has been shown that drift field cells can be designed so that
they have higher efficiencies than high efficiency state-of-the-art field
free cells after fluxes of 1 MeV electrons of the order of lO 16 electrons
per square centimeter. Also an interesting voltage effect has been observed
which may lead to a more thorough understanding of the ramifications of the
base region drift field on the cell operating efficiency, especially after
irradiation by 1 MeV electrons.
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